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Copyright Notice, Software License Agreement and 
Limited Warranty 
Copyright Notice 
© 2007 Rosslare Enterprises Ltd. All rights reserved. DigiTool®, the DigiTool logo, and 
the Rosslare products referred to herein are either copyrighted trademarks or 
registered to the trademarks of Rosslare. All other trademarks are the property of their 
respective owners. 
MANUAL PART NUMBER: 0706-0700004+01  
GS-02 MANUAL RELEASE: VERSION 2.3         110907 

Software License Agreement.  
ROSSLARE IS WILLING TO LICENSE THE ENCLOSED SOFTWARE ONLY ON THE 
CONDITION THAT YOU ACCEPT ALL OF THE TERMS CONTAINED IN THIS 
LICENSE AGREEMENT.  
This is a legal agreement between you (either the individual or the end-user or an 
entity) and Rosslare. By opening this software package, you are agreeing to be bound 
by the terms and conditions of this Agreement. If you do not agree to the terms of this 
Agreement, promptly return the software package and other items that are part of this 
product in their original package with your payment receipt to your point of purchase 
for a full refund. 
 
Grant of License.  
Rosslare and its suppliers grant you a nonexclusive license to use one copy of the 
enclosed software program ("Software") on one computer with the Rosslare product 
you have purchased. No other rights are granted. The software is in use if it is loaded 
on the computer's permanent or temporary memory. For backup purposes only you 
may make one copy of the Software. You must include on the backup copy all 
copyright and other notices included on the Software as supplied by Rosslare. 
Installation on a Network server for the sole purpose of your internal distribution of the 
Software is permitted only if you have purchased an individual software package for 
each networked computer to which the software is distributed.  
 
Restrictions.  
Rosslare and its suppliers retain ownership of the Software. You should not 
decompile, disassemble, reverse engineer, or modify the Software in any way. You 
may not transmit the software over a network (except as expressly permitted above), 
by telephone, or electrically using any means. You may not transfer the Software 
except upon a permanent transfer of the enclosed Rosslare product provided that all 
software updates are included in the transfer, you do not retain a copy of the Software, 
and the transferee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this license. 
Upon any violation of any of the provisions of this Agreement, rights to use the 
software shall automatically terminate and the Software must be returned to Rosslare 
or all copies of the software destroyed.  
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Limited Product Warranty.  
Rosslare warrants that any hardware products accompanying this documentation shall 
be free from significant defects in material and workmanship for a period of one year 
from the date of purchase. Rosslare also warrants that the software accompanying 
this documentation will perform substantially in accordance with the documentation for 
a period of 90 days from purchase. Rosslare's hardware and software warranty is 
nontransferable and is limited to the original purchaser.  
 
Product Remedies.  
Rosslare's entire liability and the Licensees exclusive remedy for any breech of 
warranty, shall be, at Rosslare's sole option, either a) return the price paid or b) repair 
or replacement of hardware or software, provided that the hardware is returned to the 
point of purchase, with a copy of the sales receipt. Any replacement hardware and 
software will be warranted for the remainder of the original warrantee period or 30 
days for the hardware and 30 days for the software, whichever is longer. The 
remedies are void if failure of the software or hardware has resulted from abuse, 
accident, or misapplication. 
This software product is subject to 5 levels of licensing fees per PC depending on the 
type of license that you may have purchased. Your license level (except for Lite Mode 
license) is stored on the HASP key that is provided with the installation CD-Rom. 
Depending on the license level there may be some limitations to the size of the 
supported system. The following table shows the 5 license levels available, and the 
supported system architecture for each size. 
Your license level is shown on the license certificate, which is packaged with the 
HASP key, and shows the HASP ID corresponding to the certificate. Each HASP Key 
has only 1 level assigned to it. To upgrade, you may contact your nearest DigiTool 
Distributor. 

License Level Max. Number of Stations or Network Clients 
Level 0 — Lite Mode (*) 1 
Level 1 — Cadet System       8 
Level 2 — Runner System     16 
Level 3 — Sprinter System    32 
Level 4 — Platinum System   64 
(*) This level is automatically activated when no HASP key is installed. 

Limited Warranty Notice 
Limitation Of Liability. The Warranties Set Forth In This Agreement Replace All Other 
Warranties. Rosslare Expressly Disclaims All Other Warranties, Including, But Not 
Limited To, The Implied Warranties Of Merchantibility And Fitness For A Particular 
Purpose And Non-infringement Of Third Party Rights With Respect To The 
Documentation, Software, And Hardware. No Rosslare Dealer, Agent, Or Employee Is 
Authorized To Make Any Modification, Extension, Or Addition To This Warranty. In No 
Event Will Rosslare Or Its Suppliers Be Liable For Any Costs Of Procurement Of 
Substitute Products Or Services, Lost Profits, Loss Of Information Or Data, Or Any 
Other Special Direct Or Indirect, Consequential, Or Incidental Damages Arising In Any 
Way Out Of The Sale, Of, Use Of, Or Inability To Use Any Rosslare Product Or 
Service, Even If Rosslare Has Been Advised Of The Possibility Of Such Damages. In 
No Case Shall Rosslare's Liability Exceed The Actual Money Paid For The Products 
At Issue.  
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Because some jurisdictions do not allow the implementation of limited warranties or 
liability for incidental, consequential, special, or indirect damages, the above limitation 
may not always apply. The above limitations will not apply in case of personal injury 
where and to the extent that applicable law requires such liability. 
 
Rosslare Enterprises Ltd. And/or its subsidiaries and its affiliates (“the Manufacturer”) 
warrants it’s products hereinafter referred to “the Product” or “Products” to be in 
conformance with it’s own plans and specifications and to be free of defects in 
materials and workmanship under the normal use and service for a period of twelve 
months from the date of shipment by the Manufacturer. The Manufacturer’s 
obligations shall be limited within the warrantee period at its option to repair or replace 
the product or any part thereof. The manufacturer shall not be responsible for 
dismantling and/or reinstallation charges. To exercise the warranty the product must 
be returned to the Manufacturer freight prepaid and insured. 
 
This Warranty does not apply in the following cases: improper installation, misuse, 
failure to follow installation and operating instructions, alteration, abuse, accident or 
tampering, and repair done by anyone other than the Manufacturer. 
 
This warranty is exclusive and expressly in lieu of al other warranties, obligations or 
liabilities, weather written, oral, express or implied, including warranty of 
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, or otherwise. In no case shall the 
Manufacturer be liable for any consequential damages for breach of this warranty or 
any other warranties whatsoever, as aforesaid. 
 
This warranty shall not be modified, varied, or extended, and the Manufacturer does 
not authorize any person to act on its behalf in the modification, variation, or extension 
of this warranty. This warranty shall apply to the Product only. All products, 
accessories, or attachments of others used in compilation with this product, including 
batteries, shall be covered solely by their own warranty, if any. The manufacturer shall 
not be liable for any damage or loss whatsoever, weather directly, indirectly, 
incidentally, consequentially or otherwise, caused by malfunction of the Product due to 
products, accessories, or attachments of others, including batteries, used in 
conjunction with the Products. 
 
The Manufacturer does not represent that its Product may not be compromised and/or 
circumvented, or that the Product will prevent any death, personal and/or bodily injury 
and/or damage to property resulting from burglary, robbery, fire or otherwise, or that 
the Product will in all case provide adequate warning or protection. User understands 
that a properly installed and maintained alarm may only reduce the risks of events 
such as burglary, robbery, and fire without warning, but is no assurance or a 
guarantee that such will not occur or that there will be no death, personal damage 
and/or damage to property as a result. 
 
The Manufacturer shall have no liability for any death, personal and/or bodily injury, 
and/or damage to property or other loss whether direct, indirect, incidental, 
consequential or otherwise, based on a claim that the Product failed to function. 
However, if the Manufacturer is held liable, weather directly or indirectly, for any loss 
of damage arising under this limited warranty or otherwise, the Manufacturer’s 
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maximum liability shall not in any case exceed the purchase price of the Product, 
which shall be fixed as liquidated damages and not as a penalty, and shall be the 
complete and exclusive remedy against the Manufacturer. 
 
Warning: The user should follow the installation and operation instructions and among 
other things test the Product and the whole system at least once a week. For various 
reasons, including, but not limited to, changes in environmental conditions, electric or 
electronic disruptions and tampering, the Product may not perform as expected. The 
user is advised to take all necessary precautions for his/her safety and the protection 
of his/her property. 
 
U.S. Government Restricted Rights. The software is provided to the U.S. Government 
only with restricted rights and limited rights of use, duplication or disclosure by the 
U.S. Government is subject to restrictions set forth in 48 C.F.R 2.101 (Oct 1995) 
consisting of "Commercial Computer Software" and "Commercial Computer Software 
Documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (September 1995), and 
in FAR Sections 52-227-14 and 52-227-19 or DFARS Section 52.227-7013 (C) (ii), or 
their successors, as applicable. Consistent with 48. C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 
227.7202-1 through 227.7204-1 (June 1995), or any successor regulations, this 
software is provided to the terms and conditions herein. Contractor/ Manufacturer 
Rosslare Enterprises Ltd. 12 Wang Tai Road, Hong Kong
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1. Introduction 
The GS-02 DigiTool® Call Center (DCC) software package is to 
be installed on a PC within the management office of a Guard 
Management Company (GMC), or in the office of the Crime 
Prevention Offices (CPO) of a large corporation with multiple 
remote sites. The PC software operation is administered by PC 
Administrators and operated by PC Operators, both of these 
types of PC users have different sets of permissions to modify 
the programmed variables, add/delete entries, up/download 
remote or local stations, perform database maintenance, or 
any use the powerful features of the system.  
The security guards may be allocated to serve as Remotely 
Based Roaming Guards (RBRG), or Locally Based Roaming 
Guards (LBRG). The remotely based guards reside remotely 
and function only within the allocated client’s remote facility. 
The locally based roaming guards are based at the Guard 
Company, and may be assigned to patrol various facilities 
across the customer base. 
With the GS-02 DigiTool® Call Center (DCC) software, it is easy 
to manage the client’s information including its contacts, 
facility planning, site, location groups, and location tags 
hierarchy. Additionally, the software provides a guard 
database used to plan guard patrol touring schedules and 
patrol tour routes all along the way, keeping valuable 
descriptors and data on each item such as images of 
locations, site map graphics, and detailed text labeling. All this 
allows you to have all the data you need at hand.  
The software generates useful management reports in order to 
keep track of all the system hardware, guard personnel 
records, and key security events.  
The reports data may be exported to third party software for 
trend and event instance analysis, guard performance 
analysis, report of client allocated facility maps, locations 
photographs, and reported event management.  
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This manual describes the DigiTool® Call Center system, the 
supported devices, installation, use, and software. The 
overview of the system includes the network topology and a 
software architecture description. 
Each system components and its physical description follow 
the overview. 
Installation of all devices is described in the installation 
chapter. This is followed by using the DigiTool Call Center 
system including configuration, screen descriptions, 
management of system objects, data management, tasks 
scheduling, report generation, and data maintenance. 
The appendices provide information for technical support, 
troubleshooting, remote communications, the glossary of 
terms, and the 'DigiTool Lite' to 'DigiTool Call Center' database 
conversion utility. 

1.1 System Architecture 
Figure 1 shows a distributed system architecture for the GS-02 
system used by a Guard Management Company, with several 
different clients, including locally located guards deployed 
from the office and remotely deployed guards working at 
client’s facility. 
The guards in red (associated with Client B and Client D in the 
figure) are allocated remotely and managed from the main 
guard company using the GS-02 Software package. Guards in 
green (associated with Client A and Client C in the figure) are 
deployed from the guard company. 
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Figure 1: GS-02 DigiTool® Call Center (DCC) System 

The GS-02 DigiTool® Call Center software is used to design the 
system and deploy the system out into the field. It manages a 
database of historical activities and generates reports for 
analysis and corrective action planning. These reports can be 
sent according to a pre-defined schedule to the clients when 
billing is done for the undertaken guard management services. 
This system design is made by creating a design hierarchy for 
location tags arranged into groups of locations (e.g. Floor # 1, 
Floor # 2, Floor # 3, etc.) within a site level hierarchy (Building 1, 
Building 2, etc.) which is within the clients’ facilities. Using the 
tree view, you may expand the desired client’s menu items to 
view their location tag placement arrangements on screen. 
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Figure 2 below shows the distributed location tags, and groups 
within a particular site belonging to a Client’s facility. 

  
Figure 2: GS-02 DigiTool® Call Center System 
Client Facility Site Group Location Tags 

The PC administrator may visually see and distinguish between 
the different Client’s Facilities: group descriptions of locations, 
multiple site level description, and mapping of locations. Text 
and picture data may be stored in the DCC database for full 
descriptions and observation instructions for each location. 
The facilities, owned by the clients, may be placed in different 
geographic areas, and still logically belong to a particular 
client. Guards may be assigned to a particular client full time 
and patrol different facilities. The system offers a multitude of 
programming capabilities to enable coverage of many types 
of field layouts. 
 
Figure 3 shows a typical hardware distribution for the assigned 
system hardware. The system hardware consists of GC-01 
Readers, GC-02 Local Docking Base units, GC-50 Remote 
Stations, GA-01 Location Tags, GA-02 10-Event Wallets, and 
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GA-12 Numerical Event Wallets. All of these hardware unit 
types are described within this manual. 

 
Figure 3: GS-02 DigiTool® Call Center (DCC) System 

The data may be loaded to the PC either locally via a 
connected docking base (GC-02) or station (GC-50), or by 
using a PSTN phone network to connect remote stations to the 
PC. Data is uploaded either directly by the DCC operator, via 
a DCC built-in scheduler, or via a schedule embedded in 
remote stations. 
In addition, the system supports raw data acquisition from 
remote DCC Network Clients. A network client is an 
application that runs on a remote PC, collects raw data from a 
GC-01 Reader via a local GC-02 Docking Base unit, and 
transfers it to the DCC over an IP network. The DCC, in turn, 
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parses the data and stores it in its database. DCC network 
clients are configured by the DCC similarly to the other system 
components. 
 

CallCenterTM

GS-02 in Server
Mode

CallCenterTM

GS-02 in Client 
Mode

www

CallCenterTM

GS-02 in Client 
Mode

CallCenterTM

GS-02 in Client 
Mode

 
Figure 4: DCC with Network Clients 

1.2 About Your Software Package 
The GS-02 DigiTool® Call Center (DCC) is a sophisticated PC-
based software package that serves as the central element in 
a monitored Guard Control System. Users manage the virtual 
network of Rosslare’s DigiTool® data acquisition devices to 
collect and maintain raw data, and generate reports. 
The DCC is a centralized data-collection system that collects 
and manages data retrieved via GC-02 docking base units 
and/or from GC-50 communicator stations, either locally or 
remotely. The DCC software can be configured to provide a 
custom fit to the organization’s needs through the 
management of system objects, sophisticated wizards, and 
easy-to-use screen layouts. 
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Figure 5: GS-02 DigiTool® Call Center (DCC) System View 

A user-friendly Windows interface makes it easy to configure 
the various entities of the DCC system in any way suitable for its 
users and administrators. These system entities directly reflect 
the actual equipment and thus make the configuration 
process intuitive and easy-to-use. 
The software provides multiple Wizards, which make the 
configuration of the system's hardware and data elements an 
easy menu-guided task. This time saving feature reduces 
operator training and setup time and thus cuts down the total 
cost of system ownership. These wizards enable the user to 
teach the system the identities of the various hardware 
elements, either locally or remotely. 
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DCC presents fully customized icons and animated icons within 
the application and uses the system tray (the status area of the 
Windows task bar) to let the operator know the status of the 
system even when the program is running in minimized mode. 
This software was implemented using Microsoft Visual Studio® 
.NET 2003, the latest 32-Bit, object oriented programming 
technology for personal computers running Microsoft 
Windows® operating systems. The clear layout, organized in 
“Tree View” architecture, follows the design of the latest, most 
powerful Windows applications (such as Microsoft Outlook) 
with ample fields for entering the system entities descriptions. 
These descriptions include customizable images (e.g., 
photographs of monitored locations, client logos for reports 
and maps of remote sites), which can be used to improve the 
daily work. 
DCC manages its configuration and the collected raw data in 
a central database. This database, optimized for fast data 
processing, enables data gathering to take place over long 
periods of time. The database integrity is kept by providing 
various data management facilities such as automatic 
archiving of data, scheduled database backup, and the 
ability to restore the database from a previous backup when 
needed. 
The DCC reporting subsystem, based on the modern Crystal 
Reports reporting facility from business objects, offers 
generation of fast and accurate targeted reports for analysis 
and control. The report data can be selected and formatted 
by means of defined data and date/time filters and ordered 
through data sorting. Reports can be displayed on the screen, 
sent to pre-determined recipients via e-mail, or exported to 
different file formats.  
The Rosslare GS-02 DigiTool® Call Center architecture ensures 
future proofing and maximum return on investment in the 
following ways: 
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• Hardware compatibility: Any existing GC-02 base units 
are forward compatible with GC-50 modem 
communicator stations. There is no redundancy of 
equipment involved, with an ability to upgrade the 
system with more remote, modem-based stations as the 
system needs grow. 

• Advanced software features, functionality, and 
modularity: Functionality of the software is modular and 
the features can be extended to meet any possible new 
requirements. 

• Automatic uploading and reporting schedulers: 
Eliminate the need to manually perform the routine task 
of uploading raw data from remote stations and the 
generation of periodical reports. This function is 
performed automatically by a calendar-based 
scheduler and by schedules set in the GC-50 stations. 

• Mobile telecom solution: A GC-50 station can be used in 
a remote vehicle receiving power from the car lighter 
adaptor, for performing uploads from multiple readers. 
When the station is later connected to a telephone line, 
the data can be transferred to the DCC PC software 
system. 

1.3 Disclaimer 
The Rosslare GS-02 DigiTool® Call Center PC Software 
definition, functionality, and documentation are subject to 
change and ongoing debugging without further notice. 
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2. Supported Products 
The system components of the GS-02 DigiTool® Call Center 
consist of many units that provide for a seamless data retrieval 
and management of DigiTool® hardware devices. The 
hardware components, which may be supplied with the GS-02 
kit, are listed and described in-depth in the following sections. 

2.1 Components 
The DigiTool® Call Center software supports the following 
hardware products in the DigiTool® Digital Data Acquisition 
family of products from Rosslare Enterprises, Ltd: 

Product 
Code 

Description Quick Name 

GC-01 DigiTool® “Reader” Digital iButton 
Reader — For reading and time 
stamping of digital ID Codes from 
Location Tags and Event Wallets. 

reader 

GC-02 DigiTool® “Base” Serial Docking Base 
and Charger with connection to a 
local PC or a GC-50 station. 

base 

GC-03 DigiTool® “Charger” — Standalone 
Battery Charger for the GC-01. 

charger 

GC-50 DigiTool® “Station” Local serial port-
based and remote modem-based 
Communicator Station. 

station 

GA-01 Location tag digital ID, iButton. button 

AT-32B Key-Chain ID tag, mostly used for 
Users 

user tag 

GA-02 Event wallet for 10 events (10 
iButtons) 

wallet 

GA-12 Digital Events wallet for 10 decimal 
digits + Start and Stop buttons (12 
iButtons) 

digital wallet 

GA-06 Rugged Leather Belt Holster for easy 
carrying of the GC-01 Reader. 

holster 
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Station and Base 

The station and base components provide a stand for the 
reader for downloading its data. The base provides an RS-232 
9-pin serial port for direct connection to a station or the central 
computer (a PC). The station provides an RS-232 9-pin serial 
port for direct connection to a PC and also includes a modem 
for communications with the central computer over the public 
telephone network, using a PC code for advanced security 
communication between the station, reader and the PC 
interface. 
The sleek design of the base includes a 3-color LED on the front 
to indicate the battery status of the reader: 
READY/CHARGING/FULL.  
 

Reader/Base Status LED Color 
base ready (no docked Reader) orange 

charging a reader red 

reader fully charged green 

connecting to a docked reader flashing red  
 
Two buttons on the station component provide initial reset of 
the station, rapid download of data from the Reader into the 
station internal non-volatile memory, and activation of a dial-in 
operation from the station to the remote PC. 
A local contact on the side of the base unit allows buttons to 
be read into the system. 
The GC-50 DigiTool® Remote Communicator is a device that 
includes the features of an upload/download unit module. The 
GC-50 acts as a foundation for the DigiTool® docking base unit 
(GC-02) and connects to a PC via a serial port and/or a public 
switch telephone line (PSTN). All GC-02 local base units can be 
upgraded to become remote stations with the addition of a 
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GC-50. The communicator is powered by a DC input of 12 
Volts from an AC/DC adapter plugged into the unit.  
The GC-50 communicator (with a docked local base GC-02) 
performs the following main functions: 

• Registers as a valid hardware Remote Station. Each 
communicator contains a unique serialized product 
code, station ID (8 hexadecimal digits), and an assigned 
PC code to ensure a secure modem communication 
link. The DCC application configures the call-in and call-
out preferences, dialing options, scheduler, and real 
time clock of the GC-50, and verifies that all the data is 
coming from a known secured remote station. 
Programming the GC-50 preferences is done either 
locally through an RS-232 connection, or through a 
remote modem connection. All connection attempts 
between the PC and a station use a pre-defined PC 
code, a 4 hex-digit number that must be matched in 
order to establish the connection. 

• Acts as an information channel for configuration and 
registration of DigiTool® Readers (GC-01). You can 
configure reader parameters such as beep signal 
duration, LED, and vibration options. In addition, you 
can teach the DCC application other system hardware 
units such as DigiTool® Location Tags (GA-01) and 
DigiTool® Event Wallets (GA-02). Configuration can be 
performed if the station is connected locally or remotely 
by modem, however, buttons can be learned only 
locally. 
 
Reads data from DigiTool® Readers (GC-01) and stores 
the reader’s data in its internal memory with a capacity 
of up to 26 full readers (more than 8000 time-stamped 
events per reader). When any reader’s data is 
downloaded successfully into the GC-50, the 
communicator clears the data inside the reader and 
updates the reader’s clock. 
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• Uploads all of the data into the GS-02 DigiTool® Call 
Center. Connections to the stations can be made either 
locally using a RS-232 cable to the PC serial port, or 
remotely via a modem and a standard analog 
telephone line. 

 

The GC-50 user controls all upload functions through 2 face-
mounted buttons and monitors system status using a 3-color 
LED. One button is used to read the contents of the GC-01 
readers into the station, and the other, to send station data to 
a remote PC. A buzzer, several beeping patterns, and the LED 
colors are also provided to indicate the status of the process 
during use. 

Remote PC
Connection Indicator

Serial Connection
to GC-02 “Base”

DC-Power
for GC-02

“Base”

Locking Screw to affix the
GC-02 “Base” to the GC-50

Telephone Line-IN

Phone line-OUT
D-Type 9-pin
RS232 Connect to PC

DC Input Power
12 VDC from Adaptor

 
Figure 6: GC-50 Communicator Station — top and rear view 

Both the station and base components are designed to work 
when connected to a main power supply. However, in order to 
avoid data loss, the station contains a rechargeable battery in 
order to keep its internal data intact when the station is 
disconnected from the power supply for a short period. 
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After connecting a station to a power supply, the station goes 
through an initialization procedure that verifies its internal state. 
During this procedure, the 2 LEDs change colors according to 
the progress of the procedure. If the station verification 
succeeds, all LEDs are turned off at the end of the procedure. 
In case of failure (due to a discharged battery), both LED 
colors stay red and you must reconfigure the station by the 
DCC application (see details in section Edit tasks, page 180). 

 

Warning: 
Before any use of a station, verify that its battery is 
fully charged. Keeping the station connected to its 
power supply is highly recommended at all times 
unless moving from one power source to another (for 
example, from office to car). 
To eliminate the risk of battery explosion, the battery 
should not be replaced by incorrect type. Dispose of 
used batteries according to the instructions. 

 
Figure 7: GC-50 Docking Station and GC-02 Base 

Reader 

The GC-01 reader is used by DCC users (e.g. security personnel 
during tours or while on patrol), to obtain and save data from 
iButton ID tags or digital and event wallets. When the reader is 
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placed into a GC-02 base unit mounted onto a GC-50 station, 
the data is downloaded into the station and the reader’s 
internal memory is erased automatically. 
If the reader is placed onto a base unit attached either locally 
to the DCC system or to a local/remote GC-50 station, the 
DCC application can perform the reader's data upload 
directly into the system. Clearing the reader's internal memory 
after the upload is optional, based on the specific 
configuration option of the reader.  
Each reader has a serialized product number and an internal 
reader ID (4 hexadecimal digits), which is random and pre-
programmed in the factory during manufacturing. In addition, 
each reader has an access code to ensure secure 
communication link. 
The reader is equipped with a rechargeable battery, which 
keeps its data intact. If the battery is completely discharged 
(due to the reader not being mounted on a GC-02 base or a 
GC-03 charger for a long period of time), data may be lost. 
 

 

Warning: 
You should always make sure that the reader’s 
battery is charged fully by placing it frequently into its 
charger (GC-02 or GC-03, connected to a main 
power supply) until the color of the charger LED turns 
from red to green. 

 
The reader collects data by touching an iButton. If a button is 
touched multiple times in less than 3 seconds, its ID registers 
only once in order to avoid multiple occurrences of the same 
button ID at the same time. The registration of the input button 
is signaled by a single activation of the reader display options 
(LED, Buzzer, and/or Vibration). The requested combination of 
these display options is programmed into the reader by the 
DCC during the configuration procedure. 
The list below details the reader indications and their 
meanings: 
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1. A single indication signals the registration of a new 
input button as raw data. This is the normal case. 

2. When the reader's battery is nearly empty, the reader 
emits a signal demonstrated by two indications every 
20 seconds. In this case, it is necessary to dock the 
reader as soon as possible into a GC-02 base unit or 
GC-03 charger for recharging. 

3. Three indications signal that the reader memory is full 
of raw data (more than 8000 input events), and no 
new buttons can be registered. In this case, it is 
necessary to dock the reader onto a GC-02 base in 
order to upload its data and empty its memory. The 
reader can register new events only after the memory 
upload procedure has been carried out. 

 
Figure 8: GC-01 Reader 

Buttons and Button Wallets 

iButton Tags 
The ID buttons (iButtons) included in the system are used as 
location tags (GA-01), as regular or digital event tags (in GA-02 
or GA-12 wallets, respectively) or as User tags. The buttons 
provide the flexibility to design a custom security configuration, 
by configuring the ID tags for your specific purpose. Each 
button has a unique, unchangeable ID, programmed at the 
time of manufacturing. A GC-01 reader is used to “read” the 
button and record its ID information (actually, the last 6 
hexadecimal digits of the full ID that is carved on the button). 
During this reading, its ID is saved in the reader together with 
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the timestamp. This information is downloaded later via a base 
unit. 
Each button is assigned a specific semantic by configuring it in 
the DCC software system and using it according to the 
configuration. Location tags are placed at various locations in 
order to be monitored or patrolled. They are read by a reader 
when the location is visited. Event tags are read when 
predefined events occur. Digital event tags are used to 
construct numbers that are predefined as events. They can be 
used alternatively to acquire numbers, which will signify to the 
DCC system special codes or just amounts. User tags are used 
to identify Users of the system, typically guard patrol personnel. 

                
Figure 9: GA-01 Location Tags 

10-Event Wallet 
An event wallet is a physical wallet that holds 10 iButtons, the 
IDs of which are pre-configured with certain “events” (e.g., fire, 
break-in). An event iButton can be read into a reader when a 
respective event occurs, marking the “event” with a 
timestamp.  

 
Figure 10: GA-02 “10-Event Wallet” 

Digital Wallet 
Like an event wallet, the digital wallet is a physical wallet that 
holds 12 iButtons. The IDs of 10 iButtons are pre-configured by 
DCC, each with a digit between 0 and 9. The two other iButton 
IDs are pre-defined with the commands Start and Stop.  
Digital wallets are used to input numbers into the DCC system. 
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The data acquisition of a number is performed by using a 
reader to read the Start button, then each digit of the number 
(i.e. “134” is “1”, “3”, then “4”), and then the Stop button. The 
DCC software will correctly interpret numbers even if Start 
and/or Stop buttons were not read but these buttons are 
needed to avoid any possible ambiguity (e.g., separate 
between two consecutive numbers). 
The number is interpreted either as a digital event (if such 
event was configured with this number) or just as a digital 
number, which signifies a code or amount. 

 
Figure 11: GA-12 Digital Wallet 

2.2 Component Compatibility (PC) Codes 
This is a special feature of the DigiTool® System that provides 
added security. All readers and stations of the DCC system 
may be assigned unique access codes (PC codes), which are 
verified before each communication link between the device 
and the system. This way, unauthorized use of any non-system 
reader with a station or the software system is prevented. In a 
similar fashion, access from a non-authorized station to the 
DCC software system, is also prevented. 
This means that no non-registered reader can be substituted 
for an actual registered reader. In the event that some other 
reader is used to falsify data, this is detected by the system, 
and therefore no upload from the reader is performed. This PC 
code enables the software to identify the source of the reader 
and reject the data from that reader, if the PC code is not an 
expected one. 
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2.3 Safety Considerations 
Use the dedicated AC/DC adapter which comes with the unit  

• Fujikon International Ltd. Model D48-13.8-800 rated IP20 

2.4 Environmental Characteristics 
• Operating temperature range:14–122°F (-10–50°C) 
• Operating humidity: 0–95% (non-condensing) 

2.5 DCC Minimum Hardware Requirements 
• x86-based PC with a minimum CPU speed of 500 MHz. 
• Physical Memory — minimum 128MB (at least 256MB is 

recommended). 
• Disk Space — minimum 30MB of free space (for product 

installation only — the actual required size varies 
according to system activities and the time of raw data 
retention). 

• 1 COM Port for local communication (if required). 
• 1 COM Port and an external modem, or internal modem 

card for remote (via modem) communication (if 
required). The modem must support 9600 bps 
communication. Rosslare fully supports the system when 
used with the MD-N33 external modem. Communication 
problems that arise with other modems are not 
supported. 

• 1 free USB port for the security plug (Aladdin HASP 
dongle) if the planned DCC configuration requires such 
a plug. 

 

 

Note: 
If you need to send reports via e-mail, the 
connection to the Mail Server must be performed via 
a network card or another modem (not via the 
modem dedicated to the DCC application). 
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2.6 DCC Software Requirements 
• Microsoft Windows 98, Windows ME, Windows 2000 or 

Windows XP Professional 
• Microsoft Internet Explorer v5.01 or later (latest version is 

recommended) 
• Microsoft Data Access (MDAC) version 2.7 or later 
• Microsoft Jet 4.0 with latest updates 
• Microsoft Windows Installer Service version 2.0 or higher 
• Microsoft.Net Framework version 1.1 
• Aladdin HASP device driver 
• Adobe Acrobat Reader is needed for viewing the User 

Manual 
For sending reports via e-mail, you need to have a Mail Server 
defined. 

 

Note: 
Sending reports via e-mail is currently supported only 
under Windows 2000 and Windows XP Professional. 

 

2.7 Kit Contents 
The DCC installation requires various prerequisite applications 
during operation. Most are embedded in the DCC Setup kit. 
Additional prerequisite software packages (Internet Explorer 
and Acrobat Reader) may be acquired, if needed, from their 
vendors. The DCC installation process installs Windows Installer 
Service, .Net Framework v1.1, MDAC, Jet 4.0, and the HASP 
device driver before the installation of the DCC application 
itself (if they are not already installed). 
The DCC v1.0 kit media contains the following items: 
Name Description 
Autorun.inf Autorun information file 
DCC\DCCSetup_V13.exe The DCC installation package 

which contains all the needed 
elements 

DCCNC\ The DCC Network Client 
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Name Description 
DCCNetClientSetup_V10.exe installation package 
Setup\Setup.exe Activates the installation 

process via other auxiliary files 
in the Setup subfolder 

Setup\DCC User Manual.pdf This document 
Setup\ReadMe.txt Product information 
Setup\<various files> Files needed during installation 
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3. Installation 
 

 

Warning: 
The DCC system requires one free serial COM Port for local 
communications and/or one free serial port for remote, 
via modem, communications. 
Before you install the DigiTool® System, you need to turn off 
the power to your computer and only then remove and 
connect serial port devices from/to the Serial ports, as 
needed. Plugging and unplugging cables to your 
computer's serial ports while the computer is running can 
damage the ports. 

3.1 AC/DC Adapter and Serial to Local Base 
An AC/DC adapter provides power to the DigiTool® System. 
Ensure that the AC/DC Adapter has a 12 VDC output voltage. 
The AC/DC adapter provided by your dealer must match the 
type of socket and voltage of the country of sale. 
To connect the AC/DC Adapter and Serial Cable to a local 
base unit: 

1. Turn off the computer. 
2. Connect the end of the serial cable to the serial (one 

required) 9-Pin COM Port on the PC. 
3. Remove the DigiTool® GC-01 reader from the GC-02 

base docking unit. 
4. Connect the other end of the 9-Pin serial cable to the 

port at the back of the GC-02 base unit. 
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DC Power:
Connect the DC barrel
jack  output of the AC/
DC power supply to
this socket.

PC Seiral  Cable Connect:
Using the supplied serial
cable, connect one side to
the serial port of the GC-02,
and the other side to the PC

 
Figure 12: GC-02 Base Unit — rear view 

5. Plug the AC/DC adapter into a wall outlet. Make sure 
that the AC/DC adapter has a 12VDC output voltage. 
Connect the 12V plug into the socket on the back of 
the GC-02 base unit. 

6. After the power cable is connected, make sure that 
the LED on the front of the GC-02 is on and that the 
color is orange. 
 

 

Note: 
Once the GC-01 reader is placed into the GC-02 
base, the color of the GC-02 LED changes from 
orange to red (if the reader is charging) or to green 
(if the reader is fully charged). During connection to 
the reader, the red LED flashes. 

 

3.2 AC/DC Adapter and Serial to GC-50 
To connect the AC/DC adapter and serial cable to a local 
GC-50 station: 

1. Turn off your computer. 
2. Connect the end of the serial cable to the serial (one 

required) 9-Pin COM port on the PC. 
3. Connect the other end to the port at the back of the 

GC-50 station. Rotate the 9-pin serial port of the GC-02 
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docking base unit so that it points downward and 
mount it on the GC-50 station. 

4. Plug the AC/DC adapter into a wall outlet. Make sure 
the AC/DC Adapter has a 12 VDC output voltage. 
Connect the 12V plug into the socket on the back of 
the GC-50 station. 

3.3 AC/DC and Communication to GC-50 
To connect the AC/DC adapter and communication cable to 
a remote GC-50 station: 

1. Connect one end of the communication cable to your 
PSTN outlet and the other end to the LINE socket at the 
back of the GC-50 station. You may optionally 
connect a phone cord to the PHONE socket at the 
back of the station. 

2. Rotate the 9-pin serial port of the GC-02 docking base 
unit so that it points downward and mount it on the 
GC-50 station. 

3. Plug the AC/DC adapter in to a wall outlet. Make sure 
the AC/DC Adapter has a 12 VDC output voltage. 
Connect the 12V plug into the socket on the back of 
the GC-50 station. 

 

3.4 DCC Installation Process 
The installation of the DigiTool® Call Center software requires 
the installation of a HASP security plug. The plug must be 
inserted in an available USB port after the DCC installation and 
must always remain during normal DCC operation. 

1. If Internet Explorer (IE) version 5.01 SP1 or later is not 
installed on your computer, install the latest version via 
standard Microsoft installation procedures for this 
product. (Note: If your system is Windows 98 with non-
English system language, you need to install the IE 
version for your specific system language). 
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2. Place the installation CD into the computer CD-ROM 
drive or copy the installation kit via the Internet (if the 
kit location is supplied to you). 

3. If the CD Autorun is enabled, an installation 
presentation dialog appears automatically. Otherwise, 
run Setup.exe in the Setup subfolder to display the 
following dialog. 

 
Figure 13: DigiTool Installer 

4. Click Read This First to view the latest product 
information. If Adobe Reader (or Adobe Acrobat 
Reader) is installed, you can also view the DCC User 
Manual. 

5. In the dialog, click Install DigiTool Call Center. Follow 
the onscreen instructions of the installation program. 
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Figure 14: Splash Page AND Initialization 

The setup first displays the DCC splash screen and initializes, 
validating that the software requirements are met. If the 
requirements are not met, it exits with the proper error 
message. If the Microsoft.Net Framework v1.1 is not installed, 
you are asked if you want to install it.  
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Figure 15: .NET License Agreement 

6. Click I agree to accept the .NET Framework license 
and then Install to install the .Net Framework or click 
Cancel to quit the installation. 

7. The .Net Framework installation takes few minutes. 
Click OK to finish it. 

 

 

Note: 
If the DCC installation requires a system reboot, an 
appropriate message is displayed. Reboot the 
system as requested. After the system comes up 
again, the installation continues automatically. 

 
After all prerequisite software is installed the installation 
presents a screen for the DigiTool® Call Center application. 
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Figure 16: DigiTool Installation Welcome 

8. Click Next to continue. The Customer Information 
screen is displayed. 

 
Figure 17: Installation Customer Information 

9. Enter your name and organization information, and 
click Next. 
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The setup prompts you to choose the destination for 
the installation. The default location is in your system 
disk in the folder Program Files\Rosslare\DigiTool Call 
Center. Optionally select another folder using Browse 
to change the default location. 

10. When you are satisfied with your selections, click Next 
to continue and click Next again in the confirmation 
screen to start the actual installation. 
 
During the actual installation, a screen shows the 
progress of the process. 

 
Figure 18: Installation Setup Status 

11. When the actual installation is completed, click Finish 
to finish the installation.  

12. Depending on the Windows platform and the steps 
taken during installation, you may be required (even 
more than once) to reboot the operating system. 
Perform this reboot immediately as requested. 
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Note: 
If the HASP key is not inserted when the DCC application 
is invoked, the application operates by default in Lite 
mode. 

 

3.5 DCC Network Client Installation Process 
This process is very similar to the DCC installation process. In the 
installation presentation dialog, select Install Network Client 
and then follow the on-screen instructions. 

3.6 Post Installation 
3.7 HASP Protection Key 
 

 

Note: 
Your license level is stored in the HASP key that is 
provided with the installation kit. 

 
The GS-02 software product is subject to five levels of licensing 
fees per PC depending on the type of license that you have 
purchased. Your license level (if not the Level 0, Lite Mode) is 
stored in the HASP key that is provided with the installation kit. 
Depending on the license level, there are limitations to the 
configuration of the supported system. The following table 
shows the 5 license levels available, and the supported system 
architecture for each size. 
Your license level is shown on the license certificate, which is 
packaged with the HASP key, and shows the HASP ID 
corresponding to the certificate. Each HASP Key has only 1 
level assigned to it. To upgrade, contact your nearest DigiTool 
Distributor. 
 

License Level  Max. Number of Stations or 
Network Clients 

Level 0 — Lite Mode (*) 1 
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Level 1 — Cadet System 8 

Level 2 — Runner System 16 

Level 3 — Sprinter System 32 

Level 4 — Platinum System 64 
 

(*) This level is automatically activated in the event that a HASP 
key is not installed. 

 
Figure 19: USB HASP Protection and License Key 

The DCC Setup installs the Aladdin HASP device driver when 
needed. After installation of the HASP driver insert the Aladdin 
Protection key into a free USB slot. Be aware that from this point 
on, the Aladdin Protection key must always reside in a USB port 
for successful operation of the DCC system. DCC Network 
Client installation does not require any licensing. 
When the DCC application is activated, it checks whether the 
current configuration is valid for the license level; if not, the 
appropriate error message is displayed and the application is 
terminated. 

3.8 Setting Options 
After installation, configure the DigiTool® Call Center system.  

1. Invoke the application either by double-clicking on its 
icon located on the desktop or by activating the 
following menus: Start Programs Rosslare  
DigiTool Call Center DigiTool Call Center. The 
Login screen displays with Admin as the Username.  

2. Click OK. The loading of the application continues 
while a splash screen shows the progress. During 
initialization, the DCC configuration is loaded from the 
database and options are defined from the system 
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registry. Then the application scans the COM Ports of 
the PC and tries to configure the communication 
devices.  
The application checks the COM Ports and displays in 
the application status bar (in the lower left corner of 
the main application window) icons for connected 
devices (  for a locally-connected DigiTool device 
and /or  for a modem). If any of the icons does not 
appear, this means that the application failed to 
connect to the device. In this case, recheck your 
communications settings. 

3. In order to verify the settings, do the following when 
the application main window is displayed:  
Select Tools Options from the menu. When the 
Options dialog box appears, traverse the options list 
and set the options according to your preferences. 
The settings of the specific options are discussed in the 
System Configuration section below. 

 

Note: 
In most cases, the DCC application correctly assigns 
the COM Ports to the application. Typically manual 
settings are required only if the PC contains multiple 
locally connected DigiTool devices or multiple 
modems. 

 

Login Screen 

Each time you invoke the GS-02 DigiTool® Call Center 
application, you are prompted to enter your username and 
password. The application protects each access level with 
passwords to increase the system security.  
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Figure 20: DCC Login 

A default administrative level username has been setup in the 
system for first time login. It is highly recommended that you 
change the administrative level username or, at least, set its 
password, before configuring additional users to the system. 
The default username is Admin. 
There is no password associated with the first-time login 
administrative password. 
Each user may have a special question and related answer 
kept in the database in case he forgets his password. In case 
you forgot your password, click on the Key image at the left of 
the dialog box. The question is presented to you and if you 
answer correctly, you will be able to log in. 
 

 

Note: 
Login usernames and passwords are case-sensitive. 
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4. Data Extraction From the Device 
4.1 Extract Data From a Reader 
There are two methods to extract data from a reader:  

• Initiating the upload process from the reader onto a 
station unit and then from the reader to the PC.  

• Initiating the upload directly from the PC. 
The first extraction, from the station to the pc, is initiated from 
the station unit. The second extraction is initiated by the DCC 
system. Refer to Section  16.1 Upload on page 153 for 
information about uploading data from the station to the PC 
and for PC initiated upload. 
This section refers only to the transfer of data from the reader 
to the station. 

1. Place the reader in the base unit mounted on the 
station. 

2. Wait until the color of the LED on the base turns to solid 
red or green. 

3. Press LOAD READER on the front of the station unit to 
download data from the reader into the station. 
 
The station beeps and the LOAD READER LED on the 
station flashes green until all the reader's data is 
downloaded. If a communication error occurs during 
the process, the LED turns red. 

You can set the reader to erase the data after it uploads to the 
reader. The reader is now ready for more data gathering. 
Since the maximum number of readings the reader can hold is 
8000 and the maximum number of readings the station can 
hold is 256,000, this cycle can continue for several iterations. 
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Warning: 
Not charging the GC-50 for a period longer than 14 
days may cause battery discharge when connecting it
for the first time after that period, the two LEDs turn red 
for 30 second. After 30 seconds, the two LEDs turn 
green as the GC-50 initializes all parameters. In order 
to continue proper operation, the date and time must 
be set (click on Set the hardware Date/Time). 

 

4.2 Data Extraction Errors 

 

Warning: 
If an error occurs during a reader download, the 
reader continues to transfer its data. Until this transfer is 
finished, you cannot retry the download from this 
reader. 

Two situations are possible: 
• The base unit blocks the reader data and the color of 

the LED on the base unit is either yellow or flashing red. 
In this case, if the reader is downloaded to a station, the 
right LED on the station is solid red (as the station senses 
no data). 

• The data continues to flow from the reader into the 
station or PC. If the reader is downloaded to a station, 
the right LED on the station is flashing red. 

You can retry the download of the reader only when the color 
of the LED on the base unit is solid red or green and the color 
of the LED on the station is solid red. 

4.3 Reading Button ID 
When configuring a new Button and after initiating the 
appropriate wizard, you are prompted to place the new 
button on the reading contacts, located on the side of the 
base unit.  
Remove the button from the contacts when the ID code is 
displayed by the software in the wizard window. 
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Note: 
If there is a reader docked on the base unit, you 
must remove it before you start the ID reading 
process. 

 
 

Touch the ID 
Button Here 

 
Figure 21: Base unit — side view showing reading contacts 
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5. Work Area Screen 
This section is an overview of the work area. Each topic is 
discussed in further detail throughout this manual.  
The work area on the main screen of the application has three 
navigation bars for fast access to common application 
features: 

1. Menu bar 
2. Toolbar 
3. Status bar 

The working space is split into three main areas:  
1. tree view 
2. list view 
3. properties sheet 

 
Figure 22: Annotated Work Area 
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5.1 Menu Bar 
The menu at the top of the main screen provides access to all 
system features, including data management and object 
handling wizards. Some selections in the drop-down menu 
have additional selections that open to the right when clicked. 
To select a menu item: 

1. Click the menu heading. 
2. Select the command from the drop-down menu.  

 
Figure 23: File Menu 

The File menu allows for database selection, database 
backup, logout a user from the DCC system, and exit the DCC 
system. 

 
Figure 24: Edit Menu 

The Edit menu allows for normal Windows edit functions such as 
Cut, Copy, Paste, and Delete, and also Find Item by ID and 
Find Item by Name. 

 
Figure 25: View Menu 
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The View menu allows you to display or hide the Status bar, 
view the tasks log, and refresh the screen. 

 
Figure 26: Wizards Menu 

The Wizards menu is your access point for all system wizards: 
New Items, New Tour, New Report, New Task, and New 
Network Client. 

 
Figure 27: New Items Wizards 

From the Wizards menu you can access the New Items Wizards 
list. 
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Figure 28: Actions Menu 

The Actions menu gives you access to the communications 
connections over which to upload, disconnect the PC system 
from the device, set time and date to the device, set the 
reader options erase the reader, the task scheduler, the missed 
tasks list, the reporter, send a report, undelete a deleted 
upload, and set the PC code. 

 
Figure 29: Tools Menu 

For the tools menu you can select which communication type 
you will be working over: local or remote, and you can perform 
general configuration from the options window. 

 
Figure 30: Help 

Help gives you online access to this manual, help on the Web, 
and a link to the Rosslare Web Site. The “About DigiTool Call 
Center” option displays licensing information for your product. 
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5.2 Toolbar 
The toolbar underneath the Menu bar provides fast access to 
some of the application’s most common features. Select a 
command by clicking once on the respective icon. 

 
Figure 31: Toobar 

 

Toolbar 
icon 

Description 

 

Start an upload operation based on the  
• currently selected node in the Tree View 
• communication type (local/remote) 

This is the same as selecting Action Upload 
by <communication mode> from the Menu bar. 
You must select the comm. mode using the drop-
down menu. See Section  7 Communication 
Configuration on page 72 for more information about 
the communications mode. 

 

Disconnect from the current communication session. 
This is the same as selecting Action Disconnect from 
the Menu bar. 

 
Pickup: answer an incoming ring from a remote 
station 

 

Set the hardware (station/reader) date/time. This is 
the same as selecting Action Set Device 
Date/Time <communication mode> from the Menu 
bar. 
You must select the comm. mode using the drop-
down menu. See Section  7 Communication 
Configuration on page 72 for more information about 
the communications mode. 

 

Set GC-01 reader options. This is the same as selecting 
Action Set Reader Options <communication mode> 
from the Menu bar. 
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You must select the comm. mode using the drop-
down menu. See Section  7 Communication 
Configuration on page 72 for more information about 
the communications mode. 

 

Erase GC-01 reader data. This is the same as selecting 
Action Erase Reader <communication mode> from 
the Menu bar. See Section  7 Communication 
Configuration on page 72 for more information about 
the communications mode. 

 

Wizards: select the desired wizard. This is the same as 
selecting Wizards from the Menu bar. 
For specific wizards, you must select the comm. mode 
using the drop-down menu. See Section  7 
Communication Configuration on page 72 for more 
information about the communications mode. 

 

Tasks Scheduler: view and maintain system tasks in a 
calendar format. This is the same as selecting 
Action Tasks Scheduler from the Menu bar. 

 

Reporter: view or send current defined reports. This is 
the same as selecting Action Reporter from the 
Menu bar. 

 

Send selected report in the Tree View via e-mail. This is 
the same as selecting Action Send Report from the 
Menu bar. 

 
Refresh 

 
Help: display the User Manual. This is the same as 
selecting Help from the Menu bar. 

 
See Section  16 Basic System Tools on page 153 for a detailed 
explanation of the tools. 

5.3 Position 
Below the Toolbar is a line labeled Position. This displays the full 
path of the selected node in the Tree View. 
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Figure 32: Position in Tree View 

5.4 Tree View 
Tree view is displayed in the left pane of the main DCC 
window. This view presents all the system entities in a tree 
structure. If a parent entity has children entities attached to it, it 
can be expanded to display the next level of child entities.  

 
Figure 33: Tree View 

• Expand a node by clicking on the plus sign (+) button, if 
one is displayed next to it.  
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• Collapse the children nodes by clicking on the minus 
sign (-) button, if one is displayed next to the parent 
node.  

• Traverse the tree either by using the mouse or the arrow 
keys on the keyboard. 

5.5 List View 
List View is displayed in the upper right panel of the main 
window. When a node is selected in the Tree View, the list of its 
first level children is displayed in this sub-window and the first 
child is selected. You may select any item in the list. 
If a Tree View entity has no children, this window lists the entity 
itself. 

 
Figure 34: List View 

5.6 Properties Sheet 
The Properties Sheet is displayed in the lower right panel of the 
main window. It displays the properties of the entity selected in 
the List View sub-window. This is a read-only sub-window. 
Editing of properties is available only by the edit dialogs. If the 
selected item in the List View is a grouping type the Properties 
Sheet displays summary information. For example, the picture 
below shows part of the display of a Facilities item that is 
selected in the List View. 

 
Figure 35: Properties Window 
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5.7 Status Bar 
The status bar provides system information and status. 

 
Figure 36: Status Bar 

The status bar at the bottom of the main DCC window 
contains the following items (from left to right): 

Name Description 
Local 
Communication 
icon 

If the current communication mode is local, 
this icon is sunken and its color is green . If 
the current mode is remote, the icon color is 

red . 

Remote 
Communication 
icon 

If the current communication mode is 
remote, this icon is sunken and its color is 
green . If the current mode is local, the 
icon color is red . 

User role and name Expressed as Role: Username, this is the 
current login account. 

Auto Pickup Status If incoming calls are enabled, this icon 
indicates whether the DCC software 
automatically answers rings from a remote 

station  or not . If it is disabled, the 

operator needs to click on the pickup  
icon in the Tool Bar in order to answer 
incoming calls. 
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Name Description 
Current time Current time, configurable in the current 

application culture short time format. 

Current date Current date, configurable in the current 
application culture short date format. 

 

 

Note: 
• The Local and Remote Communication icons are 

presented only if the appropriate communication 
mode is available. If not, the specific item does not 
contain any icon. 

• DCC sets its current culture based on your selected 
UI language. This culture may be different from the 
system culture and in this case, the format of the 
date/time will be different from the default 
Windows system format. 

 

5.8 Notifications Window 
In certain cases, a small pop-up notification window is 
displayed at the bottom right corner of the screen. This window 
contains an informational or error message and the associated 
icon. This window automatically becomes invisible after 20 
seconds. You may close the window at any point before then. 

 

5.9 Application Icon in Task Bar 
The DCC application icon is shown in the task bar tray at the 
bottom of the screen. This icon is changed according to the 
current activity of the system.  
 

Icon Description 
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Icon Description 

 
The default application icon 

 
The Reporter window is the active window 

 The application is connecting to a remote station 

 
A connection was established with a DigiTool device 

 Raw data is uploaded from a DigiTool device 

 Firmware is downloaded to a station 

 
The application icon has a context menu that allows you to: 

• Show/Hide the application main window (Show if the 
application is currently hidden or in the minimized state 
or Hide otherwise) 

• Logout of the current session and display the Login 
screen 

• Exit the application 
If the application is minimized, you can also display it by 
double-clicking on this icon or by clicking on the DigiTool Call 
Center menu item at the top of the context menu. Note that 
when the application is minimized, only this icon is visible. 

5.10 Context Menus in Tree View 
The DCC application provides different context menus for the 
nodes in the application Tree View. For container type nodes, 
the context menus enable you to add or delete children items. 
For a child type item, the context menus typically enable the 
edit, renaming, or deletion of the item. 
For example, below is a context menu for the Facilities node. 

 
Figure 37: Facilities Node Context Menu 
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5.11 Drag and Drop Operations in Tree View 
Drag and drop type operations allow easy management of 
the nodes in the application Tree View.  

Reorder 

This operation modifies the order of child nodes of the same 
parent node in the Tree View. To perform this operation: 

1. Click and hold the left mouse button on a Tree View 
node in order to select it. 

2. Drag the mouse over the target node — another node 
under the parent node of the selected node. 

3. Release the mouse button on the target node. 
The selected node is displayed from now on above the target 
node. 

Move 

This operation moves a node to become a child of a different 
parent node (the parent node must be under the same client 
node). This is similar to the Reorder operation but the target 
node is a different parent. The selected node is added to the 
children of the target node. 
This operation is only enabled for possible combinations of 
parent and child node types. The destination node must be a 
valid potential parent node for the moved node. For example, 
you can move a Location, which is a child of a Group, to a 
different Group or to some Site but you cannot move a Group 
under a Location. 
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Note: 
You can move nodes only within a single client but not to a 
node of another client. 
The Reorder and Move operations may also be performed 
by activating the Cut and Paste menus from the Edit menu 
or alternatively by using the Ctrl-x and Ctrl-v key 
combinations from the keyboard. 

 

Merge Clients 

This special operation allows you to merge two clients into one. 
To perform this operation: 

1. Click and hold the left mouse button on a Client node 
in order to select it. 

2. Drag the mouse over another Client node. 
3. Press and hold down the Ctrl key. 
4. Release the mouse button on the target Client node 

and then release the Ctrl key. 
All items of the selected Client are added to the target Client 
and the selected Client are deleted. 

Move Unassigned Buttons 

Unassigned buttons may be moved in one of two ways: 
1. Drag an unassigned button over an existing hardware 

based node (Location, Event, or User nodes). This 
operation replaces the hardware ID of the target 
node. 

2. Drag the unassigned button over a legal parent of 
hardware based nodes (for example, the Facilities 
node can be the parent node of Location nodes, the 
Users node is the parent of User nodes). This assigns the 
button to a new node of the appropriate node type. 

You can also move an existing hardware based node to the 
unassigned buttons node. This deletes the source node and 
adds its hardware ID to the list of unassigned buttons. 
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6. System Configuration 
You can change the DCC application behavior by setting the 
various available options.  
To check and modify option values: 

1. Select Tools Options from the main application's 
menu.  

2. When the Options dialog box appears, choose the 
topic you need to configure.  

The options are divided into three groups according to their 
context: General, Data Maintenance, and Communication. 

 
Figure 38: Options Dialog Box 

 

6.1 User Accounts Configuration 
An account with an administrative access role can configure 
other accounts, set their respective access levels to the system, 
and set their passwords.  
The DCC system assigns a role to each account that logs into 
the system. This role defines the capabilities of the account. 
Account roles are: 

• User — Has a read only access to the system. Can 
traverse the system configuration tree and view or send 
reports. 
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• Operator — Has the capabilities of the User plus the 
capability to perform data uploads. 

• Administrator — Can perform all system operations. The 
set of enabled operations may be limited by selecting 
specific permissions per each administrator. 

According to the specific roles, certain menus and keys are 
disabled in order to disallow access for non-authorized 
accounts. 
To define accounts for the DCC system: 

1. Select Tools Options from the menu. The Accounts 
Editor is in the right pane of the Options dialog box, 
under the General heading. The Options window is 
displayed. 

 
Figure 39: Options Window 

 
2. To create a new account, click New.  
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Figure 40: New User Account 

3. Enter a user name. 
4. Select the role this user will have: User, Operator, or 

Administrator. 
5. Enter a unique password. Confirm the password. 
6. You can optionally define a question and answer 

which is known only to the account owner. This 
question can be used if the user forgot his password. 

7. Click Save to save the new user information. 
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Figure 41: Sample Accounts 

To edit an existing account: 
1. Select an account in the list. 
2. Click Edit. The account details dialog box appears and 

you can edit the account details.  
 
To delete an existing account:  

1. Select an account in the list. 
2. Click Delete. 
3. The confirmation window appears. Click Yes to delete 

or No to cancel. 
 
To modify the permissions of an Administrator:  

1. Select the account to edit. 
2. Click Edit. The account details dialog box is displayed.  
3. Click Permissions. A list of permission items is displayed. 
4. Select or deselect each permission item as needed. A 

checked permission item enables the account to 
perform the operation(s) defined by the item. 
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Figure 42: Administrator Permissions 

 
Permission Description 
Add New Items  8.6 Configure  

Edit Items  8.6 Configure  

Delete Items  8.6 Configure  

Delete Raw Data  18.2 Delete/Un-delete Uploads of Raw 
Data 

Edit Unaccepted 
Data 

 18.3 Edit Unaccepted Data 

Change Options  20 Data Maintenance 

Change Database  20 Data Maintenance 

Generate Immediate 
Reports 

 15 Reports 

Schedule Tasks  19 Schedule Activities 
 

6.2 Miscellaneous Configuration 
To configure the reader erasure, scheduler, and other tasks 
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1. Select Tools Options General Miscellaneous. 
2. Check the desired settings.  
3. Click OK to save the new option settings. 

 
Figure 43: Miscellaneous Account Options 

Miscellaneous Account Options 

Erase Reader 
after Successful 
Local Upload 
(only for new 
readers) 
 

Choose how the system erases or doesn’t erase 
data from the reader after upload. You can 
change the option per each individual reader. 

• Erase Automatically: after upload erase 
the reader. Do not prompt for 
confirmation. 

• Erase after Confirmation: erase the reader 
after upload only with confirmation. 

• Do Not Erase: (default) do not erase the 
reader after upload. 

Scheduler Option Enable or disable the Task Scheduler 
• Enable (default) 
• Disable 

Session Log Enable or disable the logging of DCC actions. This 
session log is useful for inspecting software issues 
but it downgrades the application performance. 

• Enable (default) 
• Disable 

Visible Uploads in Since uploads are performed quite frequently 
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Tree View and the application operator is interested only in 
the few last uploads, limit the number of visible 
uploads in the Tree View. 

 

6.3 Languages Configuration 
DCC supports user interfaces in several languages. This dialog 
allows you to select your preferred language.  

 
Figure 44: Language Configuration 

To change the User Interface language: 
1. Select Tools Options General  Languages. 
2. Check the desired language.  
3. Click OK to save the new option settings. 
4. Exit from the application. 
5. Restart the application. The user interface displays with 

the selected language. 

6.4 Advanced Configuration 
The options in this dialog are only applicable for Windows 2000 
and Windows XP systems. 
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Figure 45: Advanced Options 

To configure e-mail and timeout:  
1. Select Tools Options General  Advanced. 
2. The e-mail related options define the Mail SMTP Server 

address (for example, out.myprovider.com) through 
which the messages will be sent. Enter the Sender’s e-
mail address.  

3. The e-mail Sender Address is the mail address which 
will be used to define the address of the sender of 
each mail message (replies to these messages will be 
sent to this address). Enter the Outgoing mail server 
(SMTP). 

4. If your Mail SMTP server requires authentication, check 
the SMTP Authentication Required checkbox, and fill in 
the authentication details (user name and password) 
in the appropriate fields. 

5. You may set the number of minutes the system is idle 
(i.e., no keyboard or mouse is used) after which the 
DCC application will automatically log out. This is a 
security feature, to avoid the use of the application by 
non-authorized personnel while the operator is not 
attending the system. The system will continue to 
function by executing pre-scheduled tasks. The 
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operator will have to login again in order to operate 
the application. 

1. Click OK to save the new option settings. 

6.5 Data Maintenance Configuration 
This option is described in detail in the appropriate section later 
in this manual. Briefly, there are three activities to configure for 
data maintenance: which data folder to use, when to archive 
data, and when to backup the database. 

 
Figure 46: Database Configuration 
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Figure 47: Archive Schedule 

 
Figure 48: Database Backup Schedule 
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7. Communication Configuration 
Four communications modes are supported for exchanging 
data between the readers and the computer. The context 
menu to allow selection is accessed from many menus 
including Upload, Set Device Date/Time, Erase Reader, Set 
Reader Options, and Wizards. In addition, the Communications 
Context Menu is displayed when adding or editing a specific 
reader (see Section  12 Hardware on page 115). 

 
Figure 49: Communications Context Menu 

 

 

Note: 
The communications context menu is associated with  
• Upload 
• Set Date/Time 
• Set Reader Options 
• Erase 
• New Reader Configuration Wizard 

When the communications context menu does not 
appear it means that the item is only configured 
locally. For example, to add a new reader you must 
select the communications type. To add a new 
station there is no selection. The new station can be 
added locally or remotely (modem). Facilities, events, 
users, tours, and so on are only local. 

 

7.1 Configure Serial Local and Remote 
(Modem) 

There are 256 possible configurations each for LAN and WAN 
communications. Local communications has only one 
possibility at a time. 
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You can select the local and remote COM Ports to be used by 
the DCC system. The COM ports allow communication with the 
system on initialization or when the system hardware 
configuration is modified as the application is running. To set 
these options: 

1. In the Options dialog box, click Communication in the 
left pane. A small window is displayed while the 
hardware communication configuration is rechecked. 
The Local Communication setting is displayed in the 
right pane. 

To set the COM Port for local serial communication: 
1. Click Local in the left pane under Communication. 
2. Select a number from the available ports list. Note that 

you may have more than one COM port connected 
locally to a DigiTool device.  
You may switch between theses ports according to 
your needs. 

3. Click OK to accept your modifications or Cancel to 
reject them. 

To set remote communication: 

 
Figure 50: Remote Communications 

1. Click Remote in the left pane.  
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2. Select a number from the available ports list (in case 
you have several modems installed in your PC).  

3. Change modem definitions according to the options 
of the actual modem you have.  

4. Choose whether you want to answer incoming calls 
and/or automatically accept unscheduled incoming 
calls. 

5. Click OK to accept your modifications or Cancel to 
reject them. 

 

Note: 
If you logout and leave the DCC application 
unattended, unscheduled incoming calls are 
automatically accepted if the Accept Incoming 
Calls Automatically option is checked. If the option is 
not checked, such calls are rejected. 

 
For modems other than the supported MD-N33, use the 
Modem Initialization Strings option with extreme care. Use this 
option only when you are unable to connect to your stations 
and only if you are familiar with modem commands. Each 
modem may have its special implementation of the standard 
Hayes AT commands and thus there is no guarantee that any 
modem will work with the DCC application. In certain cases, 
changing the initialization strings can solve this problem.  
To modify the initialization strings: 

1. Click Modify.  
2. Edit the text of the commands. 
3. Click Test to verify that the modem can accept the 

modified strings. You may not accept illegal modem 
commands. 
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7.2 Configure LAN 

 
Figure 51: LAN Configure Window 

The window has four major sections: Search Options, MD-N32 
Search Results, Configuration, and Removal Tool. Four buttons 
aid the configuration process: Search, Apply, Remove, and 
Continue.  

Search Options 

Direct MAC 
Address: 

The MAC address of the desired MD-N32 to display. 
Each unique MAC Address is built with six pairs of 
hexadecimal numbers.  
example: 00:00:00:00:00:00 or FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF (hex) 

Direct IP 
Address: 

The IP address of the desired MD-N32 to display. 
IP Address is built with 4 decimal numbers. Each 
number can be between 000 to 255. 

All MD-N32: Display all defined MD-N32s. A maximum of 256 
possible MD-N32s can be stored in the database. 

To search for a specific connection: 
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1. Enter the MAC address or IP address. 
2. Click Search. The search result displays the name in the 

MD-N32 drop-down list, the description in the 
description window and the address characteristics in 
the Configuration window. 
The drop-down list is restricted to the selected MD-N32. 

 
To display all MD-N32’s: 

1. Select ALL MD-N32. The MD-N32 drop-down displays all 
the MD-N32s. You can select a specific one from the 
list and displays its configuration. 

2. Click Search. 
 

MD-N32 Search Results 

MD-N32 drop-
down list: 

When All MD-N32 is selected the menu lists all 
configured MD-N32s (max 256). 
When All MD-N32 is not selected, the menu lists 
only the name of the selected MD-N32. 

MD-N32 
description: 

description (user entered) of the selected MD-N32 

 

Configuration 

Local IP 
address: 

IP address of selected MD-N32 or enter a new MD-N32 
address.  
When setting local IP Address, the last number ranges 
from 2 to 240 (instead if 0 to 255). 

Subnet: Subnet Mask of selected MD-N32 or enter a new MD-
N32 subnet Mask. 
Subnet Mask is a setting defined by the system 
administrator or the network configuration. 

Gateway: Gateway IP Address of selected MD-N32 or enter a new 
gateway IP Address. 

Speed: Must be 9600 baud 
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Local Port: Local port number of selected MD-N32 or enter a new 
MD-N32 port number, this is a TCP Port, It must be unique 
and not used in the network for other applications (such 
as port 80 which is used for HTTP). 

To configure a new MD-N32 or edit an existing MD-N32: 
3. Enter the new Local IP address, Subnet, Gateway, and 

local port. The speed must be 9600 baud to download 
the new configuration. Or, advise a network 
administrator for local network settings. 

4. Click Apply. The progress bar appears next to Apply 
that displays the actual configuration process. 
Note: If you change any characteristic and then 
transition to another MD-N32 without applying the 
changes, the changes are not retained. You will have 
to reconfigure the device. 

Removal Tool 

To remove a configuration: 
1. Select the name from the MD-N32 drop-down list or 

enter the specific MAC address or IP address. 
2. Click Remove. 

 

MAC 
Address: 

the MAC address of the desired MD-N32to remove 
Each unique MAC Address is built with six pairs of 
hexadecimal numbers.  
example: 00:00:00:00:00:00 or FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF (hex) 
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7.3 Configure WAN 

 
Figure 52 WAN Connection window 

From the drop down list select the desired IP address of the 
WAN connection, its description appears in the description box 
below it, press Continue to proceed to the next step. 
Edit the description at any time by typing the description in the 
description text box. 
Click the Remove button to remove the selected IP from the 
list. Press the New button to create a new connection. 
The configuration window appears. 

 
Figure 53: WAN Configure Window 
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The configuration window has two sections: on the left define 
the Remote (WAN) Connection description by typing in the 
description text box. 
On the right are the configuration parameters. 

Configuration parameters 

IP 
address: 

Enter a new IP address for the remote connection  
IP Address is built with 4 decimal numbers. Each number 
can be between 000 to 255. 

Remote 
Port: 

Enter a new Remote port number, this is a TCP Port, It must 
be unique and not used in the network for other 
applications (such as port 80 which is used for HTTP). 

To configure a new connection: 
Up to 256 connections are permitted.  

1. Click New. 
2. Enter a description 
3. Enter the IP address and port number. 
4. Click Save. 
5. Click Continue to proceed to the next window. 
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8. Objects Description 
There are many types of objects the describe events, people, 
sites, hardware, as individual units and as groups. The following 
tables describe the various entities of the DCC application as 
presented in the application Tree View. 

 
Figure 54: Major Object Groups 

There are five main object types at the first level in the Tree 
View: Clients, Shared Items, Network Clients, Unassigned 
Buttons, and Uploads. Each type is described in the following 
sections along with their associated second and third tier 
objects. 

8.1 Clients and Related Objects 
Clients are the top-level object type in the Tree View. This 
object is a grouping of all clients defined in the system. 
Individual clients and their properties are accessed from this 
object. The children nodes of all other related objects are:  

• Facilities 
• Events 
• DigiTool® Hardware equipment 
• Users 
• Tours 
• Reports 
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Figure 55: Client Item List 

Object Description 

 
System Clients Node: contains all clients that belong 
to a particular system. 

 Client: a basic entity under which other entities are 
grouped. Typically, it represents a company that is 
supervised by the system. 

 
Facilities Node: contains all the facilities that belong 
to a specific client. These facilities include Sites, 
Groups, and Locations. 

 
Events Node: container node for all the event type 
entities that belong to a specific client. These are 
Wallets, Digital Wallets, Events, and Digital Events. 

 
Hardware: a container node for all the hardware 
elements attached to a Client. These can be 
stations and readers. 

 
Users: the container node for all the user entities that 
belong to a specific Client. Users are typically 
designated personnel with certain data acquisition 
duties, but can be any designated authority 
assigned to some task. 

 
Tours: the container node for all the Tour entities that 
belong to a specific Client. 

  
Reports: the container node for all the report entities 
that belong to a specific Client. 
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Facilities 

Three item types are associated with Facilities: Client site, 
Locations Group, and Location Tag. A Locations group and a 
Location Tag may stand independent of each other and of 
the site. 

 
Figure 56: Example of Sites, Groups, and Locations 

Object Description 

 
Facilities Node: contains all the facilities that belong 
to a specific client. These facilities include Sites, 
Groups, and Locations. 

 
Client Site: typically represents a physical area (for 
example, group of buildings in the same vicinity or a 
specific building). A Site may include Group nodes 
and Location nodes. 

 
Locations Group: may be defined for either a 
specific site (for example, each floor in a building) or 
for the client itself (if the group does not belong to 
any defined Site). 

 
Location Tag: a physical location of a location tag 
that is supervised by the DCC system. Each location 
has a unique hardware ID of the specific tag 
assigned to it. A location may belong to a group, 
directly to a site or even directly to a client (if it does 
not belong to any defined site or group). 
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Events 

Five items are associated with Events: a Wallet, an Event, a 
Digital Wallet, a Digital Event Node, and a Digital Event. 

 
Figure 57: Events Example 

Object Description 

 
Events Node: container node for all the event type 
entities that belong to a specific client. These are 
Wallets, Digital Wallets, Events, and Digital Events. 

 
Wallet: contains a collection of 10 buttons, each of 
them defined as an event. Wallets are children of 
the events node. 

 
Event: a single event. Each event is defined by a 
unique hardware ID and should be given a 
descriptive name (e.g., broken window). An event 
may belong to a wallet or directly to the events 
parent node. 

 
Digital Wallet: a wallet that contains 12 buttons. 10 
buttons represent the 10 decimal digits 0-9. The 
other two buttons are designated as Start and Stop 
buttons. A sequence of Start followed by some digits 
and a Stop defines a numeric value to be entered 
into the system. Digital wallets are children of the 
events node. 
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Object Description 

 
Digital Event Node: This node is a child node of the 
events node and serves as a container node for all 
digital events nodes. 

 Digital Event: The link between some numeric value 
(up to 6 digits) and a specific event. When a 
number is found in the system raw data stream, the 
system first checks if it defines an existing digital 
event. If not, the value is interpreted just as a digital 
number. Digital event nodes are always children of 
the digital events parent node. 

Hardware 

The Station and the Reader are the hardware options for this 
container node. 

 
Figure 58: Hardware Example 

Object Description 

 
Hardware: a container node for all the hardware 
elements attached to a Client. These can be 
stations and readers. 

 
Station: represents a GC-50 communicator station, 
which is used to download raw data from a 
number of readers, store it internally, and then 
upload it to the DCC system.  
A station definition includes the dialing options 
used to connect to the station and a callback 
facility, which, if defined, will direct the remote 
station to disconnect from the system and 
immediately initiate a connection (so that the 
station is the “caller”).  
Station nodes are children of the hardware node 
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Object Description 
of the Client. 

 
Reader: represents a GC-01 reader that is used to 
store raw data and later upload it to the DCC 
system via a GC-02 base locally or via a GC-02 
and GC-50 station. 

 

Users 

 
Figure 59: Example of Users 

Object Description 

 
Users: the container node for all the user entities that 
belong to a specific Client. Users are typically 
designated personnel with certain data acquisition 
duties, but can be any designated authority 
assigned to some task. 

 
User: represents a user of the system. A User is 
assigned a unique hardware ID (via a User button), 
which is used to identify him. 

 

Tours 

Touring is a special feature of the DigiTool® Call Center 
software. A Tour is an entity, which contains a collection of 
locations that should be visited by a User in a pre-defined time 
interval during a period of up to 24 hours. A User of the system 
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receives a tour plan, is expected to follow the instructions 
dictated by the plan meaning, and visit the specified locations 
in the specified order and in the specified time interval. 
Tour visits may be within a single day where the start time of 
the tour is less than its end time. They may span also over 
midnight where the end time of the tour is smaller than the start 
time. A tour, which spreads over 2 days, is called an Overnight 
Tour. 
A guard visits the locations in the planned tour, marks each 
visited location by touching the location tag with his GC-01 
reader, and in case of special event(s) in the location, marks 
the event tag(s) as well. After completing the tour the 
collected raw data is uploaded to the DCC system. DCC can 
then generate reports of the tour execution and point to any 
discrepancies of the execution from the original tour plan. 
 

Object Description 

 
Tours: the container node for all the Tour entities that 
belong to a specific Client. 

 
Tour: a collection of assignments, visits to specific 
locations in predefined time intervals, during a 24-
hour period. Tours are used to schedule visits of users 
to the specified locations so that the system can 
keep track of these visits. 

 
Tour definition involves the definition of several entities as 
follows: 

Tour start and 
end times  

These fields define the limits of the tour time interval, 
within the same 24 hours period. A start tour time 
may be "larger" than the end tour time, indicating 
that the tour spans over a day boundary and is thus 
referred to as an Overnight Tour. 

Tour Options  A tour may support advanced options, Advanced 
Tour, or basic options, Simple Tour. 
A Simple Tour consists only of locations to be visited 
during the tour, randomized by the System 
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Administrator or time/tolerance set by the 
application (this is selected by the Set Times of Visits 
option).  
An Advanced Tour adds to the Simple tour the 
activity-related functionality (See Activities below) 
providing an added level of security management. 

Activities An Advanced Tour is composed of one or more 
activities. Each activity is a collection of locations 
and has some specific characteristics. These are: 

• Activity start and end times — this time 
interval must be embedded within the tour 
time interval. 

• Randomize Order of Visits — if set, the order 
of visits of the locations within the activity is 
determined via a randomizing algorithm for 
each invocation of the tour plan. This avoids 
a routine order of visits, which may be 
predictable for hostile elements. If this 
feature is selected, you define the durations 
of the visits (and not the actual visit times) in 
the hh:mm format. The actual order of visits 
and visits time intervals are determined by 
the randomization algorithm of the DCC 
application. 

• Repetitions — This feature determines how 
many times an activity is performed during a 
tour (default is 1). This is a shortcut used to 
prevent the need for re-defining of groups 
of locations to be visited several times 
during a tour. 

• The locations collection — a list of locations 
that belong to the activity. Each location 
has a time interval (defined by the visit time 
and its tolerance) that is embedded in the 
activity time interval. The locations may be 
selected from several clients and ordered as 
you like within the activity. 

Randomize 
Order of 
Activities  

In addition to randomization of the order of visits 
within an activity, you can activate the 
randomization of the order of the execution of the 
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activities themselves. If this feature is selected, all 
time intervals within the tour are actually durations 
specified in the hh:mm format and the final time 
intervals are calculated by the randomization 
algorithm. 

Keep order of 
visits  

When this feature is selected, the user who executes 
the tour must follow the order of visits as specified in 
the tour plan. This feature is automatically activated 
if the tour contains any randomized entities, as 
randomization enforces some order of the visits 
(possibly different per each tour execution) that is 
selected when the user chooses to allow the system 
to arrange the tour visits for him.  
However, the system administrator may choose to 
set this feature, even if the tour is not randomized, to 
impose upon the users a strict order of visits.  
If this feature is not selected, a visit is considered as 
Performed if it is conducted within the allowed time 
interval.  
If the feature is selected, the order of the visits is also 
checked, and if violated, this is considered as a tour 
exception. 

The system can generate a tour plan for any tour. The plan 
consists of the list of planned visits with the associated time 
intervals. If a tour does not contain any randomized elements, 
the plan may be produced once and used for all tour 
executions. If there are randomized elements in the tour, the 
plan must be generated for each planned tour invocation. 
After a tour is executed, the system can generate a tour 
processing report, which will compare the plan to the actual 
execution of the tour and present the differences between 
them. Specifically, for each tour you may view four default 
reports on the tour activity: Analysis, Exceptions, Visits, and 
Events. The reports are available under the tour context menu 
in the Tree View, and provide tour processing information for 
today. 

• The Analysis report contains both tour visits and tour 
exceptions including missed visits.  
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• The Exceptions report contains only exceptions of actual 
tour processing from the tour plan.  

• The Visits report presents only visits which where done 
during tour execution.  

• The Events report lists only the special events that were 
reported during the tour. 

Tours can be modified over time if some locations are added 
to the tour, removed from the tour, or their IDs modified 
(buttons replaced). To support this, DCC keeps versions of a 
tour and generates a tour plan for a specific date based on 
the tour version that was active at that date. When you edit a 
tour, you may choose to update the current version (if you fix 
an error in this version) or create a new one (if the tour really 
changed). DCC keeps only one version per one day; if you 
make several edits in the same day that the tour is created, 
they are all considered automatically as updates of the 
original version of the tour. 

Reports 

Object Description 

  
Reports: the container node for all the report entities 
that belong to a specific Client. 

  
Report: definition of a report, including the items that 
should be displayed and their filters. A report may be 
either viewed by the DCC application user, saved as 
Text file, sent to e-mail addresses or exported to 
different file formats.  

 
The DCC software offers a rich collection of reports that may 
be defined and saved in the system for later viewing or 
distribution via e-mail or just executed immediately. 

Report 
Type 

Each report has a unique report type associated with it. 
The report type defines the appearance of the report 
and the actual data to be included in it. There are 
reports that present configuration items in the system 
while others present raw data information. 
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Report 
Definition 

A report definition includes a time frame relative to the 
time when the Report is actually generated. This time 
frame determines the dates that are included in the 
Report. Typical time frames are Today or Last Week.  
A custom time frame defines the number of days to 
include in the report and when to start the  
Report, relative to the report generation time. 
Immediately executed reports use a fixed time frame set 
by actual start and end dates. 

Report 
time 
interval 

You can define a specific report time interval so that 
only data from that interval, per each day, which is 
included in the report time frame, is reported. By default, 
the time interval is the whole 24 hours in a day. 

It may also be useful to define a report that includes not every 
day in the report time frame but rather days in a certain 
frequency. Typically, this frequency is identical to the planned 
frequency of some tour.  
For example, a tour is actually executed every Friday in a 
week. You can define the report with the same frequency so 
that only days in which you expect information (Fridays during 
the report time frame) are included in the report.  
Frequency possibilities: 

Daily  default 
Weekly select days in the week 
Monthly select the day of the month, in the range 1 to 31.  

If the selected day number is larger than the last day in a 
month, the last day of the month is used instead. 

During report definition, the specific report items are selected 
together with a set of filters for the report. For example, you 
can select the specific locations to be included in a custom 
report. 

 

Note: 
When generating a new report, first delete all old or 
unnecessary information (not relevant to the report in 
question) from the upload menu. Only then issue the 
report. This is especially important when using the filtering 
option. 
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8.2 Shared Items, the Special Default “Client” 
 

Object Description 

 
Shared Items: This root node is a special entity that 
encapsulates all the entities that do not belong to 
any specific Client.  
For example, a user of the system may be defined to 
guard several clients and thus is not related to any 
specific one.  
Another example is a reader may be used to read 
locations in several client premises. In this case, the 
reader is placed under the Shared Items node.  
From all other aspects, the Shared Items node is 
treated as a Client node. 

 

8.3 Network Client Object 
DCC supports the management of network clients. A DCC 
network client is an application, which runs on another PC, 
collects raw data from GC-01 readers via locally connected 
GC-02 base Units, and transfers the data via the configured 
network transport to DCC.  
DCC configures its network clients and transfers the 
configuration data to them. See the Configure Network Clients 
section for detailed description of the DCC network client 
application, the available network transports, and other 
configuration details. 

Object Description 

 Network Clients: the container node for all the DCC 
network clients. 

 Network Client: definition of a DCC network client. It 
defines the transport properties that enable the 
transfer of raw data from the network client to DCC 
and configuration data from DCC to the network 
client.  
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8.4 Unassigned Button Object 
The DCC application may learn new buttons, which are 
unassigned (spare) buttons. These buttons may be later 
assigned to other button type nodes (locations, events, users) 
using cut and paste operations (see the Drag and Drop 
Operations in Tree View section above). 

Object Description 

 Unassigned buttons: the container node for all the 
Unassigned Buttons. 

 Unassigned button: definition of a single 
Unassigned Button that contains just the button ID.  

 

8.5 Upload Item Object 
All uploads of data into the system are stored in the software 
database and presented in the application Tree View as 
children nodes of the Uploads node. 

Object Description 

 
Uploads: the container node for the latest upload 
operations that brought raw data from readers into 
the system via stations, local base unit, or network 
clients. 

 Unacceptable Data: child node of the Uploads node. 
This is the parent of all unacceptable data that is 
uploaded into the system. It is displayed only if 
unacceptable data exists. 

 

 

Upload: a node per each upload operation, kept 
with the actual upload time and the ID of the device 
through which the operation was executed (base or 
a station). The icon used is the actual upload device 
(a reader icon represents a local base unit or 
network client data). Only the latest uploads are 
included in the Tree View (the number is 
configurable via the Options dialog) and they 
appear in a descending time order in the Tree View.  
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Unacceptable Data 

Raw data that is uploaded into the DCC system may contain 
items that are considered unacceptable. A typical reason for 
an unacceptable data item is an unknown button ID.  
This can happen if, for example, a location tag is attached to 
some physical location and included in some reader data but 
the button is not defined in the DCC software. Other reasons 
can be invalid time (due to some hardware malfunction), 
unknown reader ID, or even unknown station ID. 
All unaccepted data is stored under the Unaccepted Data 
node in the Tree View. If you select this node, the Properties 
sheet window displays the list of all unaccepted data entries. 

Station Upload 

If an upload operation is executed via a remote station, the 
Tree View contains one station upload node with the station 
information, and as children nodes, a reader upload node per 
each reader data uploaded from the station.  
When a station upload node is selected, the List View window 
lists the reader uploads that belong to this station upload and 
the Properties Sheet window lists the raw data of the 1st reader 
data uploaded from the station. 

Reader Upload 

If a reader upload is performed directly or via a network client, 
it is presented in the Tree View as a direct child of the Uploads 
node.  
If reader data is uploaded as part of the data previously saved 
in a station, each such reader upload is presented as a child of 
a station upload node.  
When a reader upload node is selected, the Properties Sheet 
window lists the actual raw data items accepted as part of this 
upload.  
If a reader upload contains unacceptable data items, its 
display in the Properties Sheet window is flagged. 
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Note: 
Upload nodes are presented in the Tree View in reverse 
order; the last upload is the first in the list. This order 
makes it easy to locate the latest uploads.  
In addition, as the number of uploads grows fast during 
system operation, only the n last uploads are presented, 
where n is defined in the Options dialog, in the 
Miscellaneous section (see Miscellaneous 
Configuration).  

 

8.6 Configure Items 
The configuration process can be performed by any logged-in 
PC user with an administrator role and the proper permissions. 
This task reflects the relations between the various elements in 
the real world.  
You need to define items that represent logical entities and 
items which represent real DigiTool® hardware devices. Some 
of the logical type entities are needed in order to make the 
position of the hardware-based items logical to the 
application user. 
Any defined item is stored in the DCC application database 
and presented in the Tree View. Depending on the user 
selection, the parent item is identified and the item node is 
generated as the child node of this parent.  
After the configuration is performed, all pieces of hardware are 
known to the system and may be used in the data acquisition 
processes. 
When there are changes to the system configuration (for 
example, adding a new button or replacing a faulty reader), 
these changes may be easily applied using the various wizards 
or editing screens. 
To configure new items, the system supplies a rich set of wizards 
to guide you through the configuration process. All the wizards 
have the same look and feel for easy use. 
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Figure 60: Configure New Items 

Each new item configuration begins with the selection of the 
appropriate New Item wizard. Wizards can be selected from 
the 

• Wizards drop-down menu 
• drop-down menu of the Wizards toolbar icon   
• specific context menus in the Tree View 

After the initial screen of the wizard, fill in the item name (this is 
mandatory for all DCC items) and optionally a note that can 
include any free explanatory text. Select the item parent node 
via the available list of possible parent nodes (for example, for 
a Group node select its Client and optionally its parent Site. If 
site is not selected, the Group node is a direct child of the 
Client Facilities node). 
For an item that contains a picture, load the specific picture 
file into the system. For Clients, the picture might contain the 
logo of the Client. Sites may be represented by some site map. 
Groups can be identified by a map or a picture of the area. A 
Location item may be accompanied by a picture of the exact 
area of the location tag in order to assist in finding it.  
The DCC application uses logical items to define a hierarchy 
that simulates the “real world” topology of the system. 
Configuration of most logical items includes: 
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• the definition of the item name 
• descriptive notes 
• a descriptive picture 

8.7 Edit Screens 
To modify an existing item select the Edit menu in the context 
menu of the item. The editing screen displays all the currently 
defined item properties and allows you to modify them.  

Rename Item:  

1. Double-click the item name with the left button of the 
mouse.  

2. When the name is highlighted, type in the new name. 

Rename Item (alternate 1): 

1. Select the name with a single click. 
2. Press the F2 key on the keyboard. 

Rename Item (alternate 2): 

1. Right-click the item. 
2. Select Rename. 
3. When the name is highlighted, type in the new name. 

Edit Item (other than a reader)  

1. Right-click the item. 
2. Select Edit.  
3. Edit the details in the item window. 

Edit Reader  

(see Section Add Reader on page 115 for communications 
options):  

1. Right-click the reader icon. 
2. Select Edit.  
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3. Select the communications mode: local, remote, LAN, 
WAN. 

4. Edit the details in the item window. 

Delete an Item:  

1. Select the item in the Tree View. 
2. Right-click and select the Delete menu. A message 

box is displayed in order to verify that the deletion is 
intentional.  

3. Confirm to delete the item and all its children items. 

Add New Item 

There are three ways to add an item: 
1. Select Wizards New Items Wizards New <Item>. 
2. Select the pull down menu on the Wizards icon on the 

Toolbar then New Items Wizards New <Item>.  
3. Right-click the <Item> node in the Tree View and select 

Add <Item> from the context menu. The New <Item> 
Configuration Wizard is displayed. 
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9. Clients 
All Clients are listed under this item in the tree view. 

 
Figure 61: Clients Context Menu 

Add New Client is discussed below. View Clients List displays 
the list of clients the same as clicking on the “+” sign to the left 
of Clients.  
Options opens the window displayed from Tools Options. See 
Section  6 System Configuration on page 62. 

9.1 Add New Client 
1. Transition to the New Client Configuration Window. 

 
Figure 62: New Client Wizard 

2. Click Next to accept the wizard. 
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Figure 63: Register Client Properties 

3. Enter the client name and descriptive note. 
4.  To add a log click Get Logo. The browser window is 

displayed. 
5. Transition to the directory location holding the logo 

image.  
6. Select the image and click Open. The logo is displayed 

in the logo window. 
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Figure 64: New Client Logo Example 

7. Select the Next button. The new client configuration is 
displayed. 

8. Check the details and verify for correctness. 
9. Click Finish to accept the new client or select Next to 

select a new wizard to add objects to the new client. 
When you click Next the following window is displayed: 

 
Figure 65: Select New Item Wizards 
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From here you can continue configuring items. 

9.2 Client Context Menu 
To view the context menu of a client right-click on the client 
name. The client context menu is displayed. 

 
Figure 66: Client Context Menu 

Rename, Edit, and Delete are described in section  8.7. Click 
Add <item> to add a specific item to the client. 

9.3 Rename Client 
A client can be renamed by selecting Rename from the Client 
Context menu or by double-clicking on the client name. 

1. Double-click the client name or select Rename from 
the Client Context menu. 

2. Enter the new name. 
3. Click out of the name box. This accepts the name. 

9.4 Edit Client 
Edit the client by selecting Edit from the Client Context menu. 

1. Select Edit from the Client Context menu. 
2. Enter the client information and logo as desired. 
3. Click Finish to end the edit session. 
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9.5 Delete Client 
Delete the client by selecting Delete from the Client Context 
menu. 

1. Select Delete from the Client Context menu. A 
confirmation for delete window appears. 

2. Answer Yes to continue the delete. Answer No to 
cancel. 
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10. Facilities 
Facility objects describe the distribution of locations within a 
Client object.  
The objects hierarchy enables you to define: 

• Client Sites 
• Groups of a Site 
• Client Groups 
• Locations of a Group 
• Locations of a Site 
• Locations of a Client 

10.1 Site 
To add a New Site: 

1. Transition to the New Site Window. 
2. Click Next to accept the wizard. 

 
Figure 67: Register Site Properties 

3. Enter the Site Name and a Site Notation. 
4. The Selected Client field is grayed out in the picture 

above because this site was created from the Client 
node. It is already associated with the Client. When the 
site is created outside of the Client context the Select 
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Client drop-down menu displays all possible clients 
available for association. Select the Client when 
applicable. 

5. To include a site picture click Get Picture. A browser 
window opens. 

6. Transition to the file location which houses the site 
location image. Select the image and click Open. The 
picture is displayed in the picture frame. 

7. Click Next to accept the object information. The 
configuration is displayed. 

8. Verify that the configuration is as desired and click 
Next to configure more items or Finish to complete the 
site configuration. If you click Next, the items 
configured in this sequence are associated with this 
site.  

10.2 Group 
To add a New Group: 

1. Transition to the New Group Window. 
2. Click Next to accept the wizard. 

 
Figure 68: Register Group Properties 
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3. Enter the Group Name and a Group Notation. 
4. Select the Client when applicable. 
5. To include a group picture click Get Picture. A browser 

window opens. 
6. Transition to the file location which houses the site 

location image. Select the image and click Open. The 
picture is displayed in the picture frame. 

7. Click Next to accept the object information. The 
configuration is displayed. 

8. Verify that the configuration is as desired and click 
Next to configure more items or Finish to complete the 
group configuration. If you click Next, the items 
configured in this sequence are associated with this 
site.  

10.3 Location 
To add a New Location: 

1. Transition to the New Location Window. 
2. Click Next to accept the wizard. 

 
Figure 69: Register Location Properties 

3. Enter the Location Name and a Location Notation. 
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4. Select the Client when applicable. 
5. Click Next. The Register Location Properties Step 2 

window is displayed. 

 
Figure 70: Register Location Prop. 2 

6. Check Manual Learn to enter the Location ID. Enter 
the Location ID. Check Auto Learn for the system to 
“learn” the ID (see Section  10.4 Learn Buttons below). 

7. To include a location picture click Get Photo. A 
browser window opens. 

8. Transition to the file location which houses the site 
location image. Select the image and click Open. The 
picture is displayed in the picture frame. 

9. Click Next to accept the object information. The 
configuration is displayed. 

10. Verify that the configuration is as desired and click 
Finish to complete the location configuration.  

10.4 Learn Buttons 
There are two possible ways to learn a button, the automatic 
learn process and the manual one. The automatic process is 
based on the ability to read a button ID directly via a locally 
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connected base unit. To activate this process, select the Auto 
Learn radio button and then follow the procedure described in 
the section Reading Button ID on page 46. To use the manual 
process, click on the Manual Learn radio button and type in 
the hardware id. This ID is composed of exactly 6 hexadecimal 
digits (0–9, A–F). 
After the button ID is learned, the application checks whether 
it is not already defined. If yes, this ID is rejected as a duplicate, 
as all hardware IDs must be unique within the system. After 
receiving the duplicate ID error message, when using the Auto 
learn option, verify that new button has been accepted and 
only then continue with the wizard. 

10.5 Delete Facilities 
To delete all facilities associated with this client, right-click on 
the client icon. Select Delete All Facilities. You are asked to 
verify the delete before the system deletes the facilities. 
To delete an individual facility, right-click on the specific icon. 
Select Delete. You are asked to verify the delete before the 
system deletes the specific facility. 
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11. Events 

 
Figure 71: Event Context Window 

11.1 Wallet 
To add a New Wallet: 

1. Transition to the New Wallet Window. 
2. Click Next to accept the wizard. 

 
Figure 72: Register Wallet Properties 

3. Enter the Wallet Name and a Wallet Notation. 
4. Select the Client when applicable. 
5. Click Next to accept the object information. The 

configuration is displayed. 
6. Verify that the configuration is as desired and click 

Finish to complete the wallet configuration.  
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11.2 Event 
To add a New Event: 

1. Transition to the New Event Window. 
2. Click Next to accept the wizard. 

 
Figure 73: Register Event Properties 

3. Enter the Event Name and an Event Notation. 
4. Select the Client when applicable. 
5. To manually enter the Event ID check Manual Learn 

and enter the Event ID. 
6. Click Next to accept the object information. The 

configuration is displayed. 
7. Verify that the configuration is as desired and click 

Finish to complete the event configuration.  

11.3 Digital Wallet 
To add a New Digital Wallet: 

1. Transition to the New Location Window. 
2. Click Next to accept the wizard. The Digital Wallet 

Properties Window is displayed. 
3. Enter the Digital Wallet Name and description. 
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4. Click Next. 

 
Figure 74: Digital Wallet Properties 

5. Click Manual Learn. Click Next. The Digital Wallet 
Properties Step 3 window is displayed. 

 
Figure 75: Digital Wallet Manual Learn 

 
6. Enter the values for each key. Click Next to continue. 
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7. Verify that the configuration is as desired and click 
Finish to complete the event configuration.  

11.4 Digital Event 
To add a New Digital Event: 

1. Transition to the New Location Window. 
2. Click Next to accept the wizard. The Digital Event 

Properties Window is displayed. 

 
Figure 76: Add Digital Event 

3. Enter the Digital Event Name and description. 
4. Enter a unique Digital Event ID number. 
5. Select the Client if applicable. 
6. Click Next. 
7. Verify that the configuration is as desired and click 

Finish to complete the event configuration.  

11.5 Delete Events 
To delete all events associated with this client, right-click on the 
client icon. Select Delete All Events. You are asked to verify the 
delete before the system deletes the events. 
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To delete an individual event, right-click the specific event 
icon. Select Delete. You are asked to verify the delete before 
the system deletes the specific event. 

11.6 Learn Event Wallets 
The process of learning an events wallet is simply a repeated 
process of learning of its buttons. Define the wallet as a logical 
item and then define its buttons as events and attach them to 
the wallet. 

11.7 Learn Digital Wallets 
8. Edit the Digital Wallet item to be “learned” and select 

the Client the Digital Wallet should be associated with. 
9. Click Next. 

 
Figure 77: Digital Wallet Properties 

10. Select Manual if you want to type the IDs of all the 
buttons in the Digital Wallet manually. The Auto Learn 
mode is the preferred one. 

11. When Auto Learn mode is selected, select the 
communication mode for teaching the system the 
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Button IDs within the Digital Wallet by selecting the 
Remote or the Local radio-button. 

12. When Remote is selected, select the remote station to 
connect to. 

13. For Local or Remote Auto Learn, ensure that the reader 
is docked in the local base unit or in the base unit of 
the selected station. 

14. Click Next to accept the selections. In the case of 
Local or Remote Auto Learn, this erases the reader. 

 
Figure 78: New Digital Wallet Config 

15. When using Auto Learn, teach the system to recognize 
the buttons IDs by placing the reader on one button at 
a time starting with Start, 0 to 9, and end with Stop.  

16. Insert the reader again into the base and click Learn. 
All button IDs should be displayed and the color of the 
buttons will change from red to green. 

17. When using Manual Learn, type the button IDs in the 
Step 3 dialog box. The IDs are checked for validity and 
uniqueness before being accepted. 
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Figure 79: New Digital Wallet Config 2 

 
18. When all button IDs are defined (and their color turns 

from red to green), click Next and then Finish to finish 
the Digital Wallet definition. 
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12. Hardware 
Hardware objects describe readers and stations associated 
with a Client object.  
The reader and the station are tightly bound to the upload, 
download, set time and date, and set reader options tools.  

12.1 Assign PC Codes 
For advanced security, the system uses PC codes for both the 
readers and stations. The default code is set to 8888. Both the 
readers' code and station's code must be the same for the 
communication to work. After learning the readers and stations 
it is recommended that you change the PC code to one of 
your own. 
The reader's PC code must be assigned prior to assigning the 
PC code for the station or the reader will be locked out. In the 
event you assigned the station's PC code prior to assigning 
readers, either set the station back to default or assign the 
readers PC Code locally using a base. 

12.2 Add Reader  
A reader can be added to a specific client, or to the Shared 
items. This example demonstrates adding a reader to a 
specific client. To add a reader without a client select the new 
reader wizard or to add a reader to the Shared Items, select 
Shared Items. Follow the directions below starting with #3. 

1. Right-click the hardware icon under the desired client. 
The hardware context menu appears.  
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Figure 80: Hardware Context Menu 

2. Right-click Add New Reader. The communications 
type context menu appears. 

3. Select the communications type (see Section  7 
Communication Configuration on page 72). The 
window for the specific communications type is 
displayed. 

4. Configure the comm. Type. Click Continue or OK. The 
Edit Reader Properties window is displayed. 
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Figure 81: New Reader Properties 

5. Enter the new reader Name and Notes. 
6. Select the Options: enable LED, the buzzer, and/or 

vibration. Select a long or short duration for the 
options. This setting applies to all options.  

7. Select the Erase after Direct Upload setting if it is 
different from the default you selected in the DCC 
Miscellaneous Configuration section of the Options… 
dialog.  
Automatic erases the reader without confirmation. 
After Confirmation forces a confirmation message to 
display before delete, giving you the opportunity to 
cancel the erase procedure. 
Never causes the system to take no erase action. 

8. Enter the Time Difference from DCC to the device.  
If the reader is going to be used in a place which has a 
time zone different from the time zone of the DCC-
resident PC, change the value of the Time Difference 
from DCC option. For example, if DCC time zone is 
GMT+1 and the reader is used in GMT+3, the time 
difference is 2 hours = 120 minutes. Change the value 
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to 120. If DCC is at GMT+8 and the reader is at GMT+7, 
change the value to -60. 

9. Enter the PC Code. 
10.  Place the new reader either in a PC connected local 

base unit or in a base unit mounted on a local or 
remote station. 

11. Click Learn. This automatically obtains the reader ID 
and displays it in the wizard. 

Before using the reader you must set the time and date. 
See Section  16.3 Set Date and Time on page 157. 

12.3 Edit Reader 
Two buttons on the reader configuration page take on 
importance when editing a reader’s parameters: 
Connect/Save and Disconnect. It is not enough to change the 
reader’s parameters on the screen. The parameters must be 
transmitted to the reader before they can take effect. 

1. Right-click the reader to edit. 
2. Select the communications mode. The Edit Reader 

Properties window is displayed. 

 
Figure 82: Reader Properties window for TCP connection 
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When this window is first displayed, Connect/Save is grayed 
out. Upon entering changes to the reader parameters, 
Connect/Save becomes active.  
 

 

Note: 
You must connect with the reader device to change 
parameters.  
To only change a parameter on the reader properties 
display window does not mean the reader device 
has been changed. 

 
3. Edit the reader parameters on the properties page. 
4. Click Connect/Save. A moving magnifying glass 

appears in the lower right-hand corner of the screen 
as the system tries to connect to the reader device 
and reconfigure the device.  

5. When the magnifying glass stops and the 
Connect/Save button is no longer active, the process 
is complete. Click Close. 

  
If the reader is not found, an error message appears. 
The new parameters on the display screen remain as 
you configured, but the reader is not reconfigured, nor 
can you save the reader parameters for display.  

12.4 Add Station  
1. Transition to the New Station Window.  
2. Click Next to accept the wizard. The Station Properties 

Window is displayed. 
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Figure 83: Station Properties Window 

3. Enter the Station name and a description. 
4. Choose with which client to associate the station. 
5. Enter the dial-up number. 
6. Click Next to continue. Click Back to change details. 
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Figure 84: Station Properties 2 

7. Select the applicable station options.  
8. Enter the dial-in phone number and the number of 

retries. 
9. Enter the data transfer timeout. 
10. Enter the Time difference between the device and the 

PC.  
11. Select the country. 
12. Select the modem volume. 
13. Click Next to continue. 

 

Note: 
Even if you intend to use a station locally, you must define 
a phone number for it. Use any fictitious number. 
The phone numbers contain at most 16 characters. 

 

Dial-In Enabled Dial-in to the DCC is allowed. 
Dial-In Phone 

number 
This is the number that is used by the station to 
initiate a dial-in to the DCC application. Note 
that if PABX information is needed by the station 
to get an outgoing line, add this number at the 
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head of the dial-In phone number and follow it 
by commas as needed in order to set the 
required delay before dialing the actual DCC 
phone number. 

Number of Retries  Set the number of dial-In attempts that the 
station makes if some communication failure 
occurs. 

Upload Button 
Enabled 

When dial-in is enabled, and Upload Button 
Enabled is checked, a person can initiate a dial-
in by pressing the REMOTE PC button on the 
station for more than 2 seconds. If not, dial-in is 
possible only via the schedule embedded in the 
station. 

Download Button 
Enabled,  

When Download Button Enabled is checked a 
person can press the LOAD READER button on 
the station to start download of the reader Data 
into the station. This option is typically checked. 

Dial Tone Detect  the station waits for a dial tone before it starts to 
dial (typically checked). 

Dial by Tone 
option  

the station uses Tone dialing mode. When not 
checked, it uses Pulse dialing mode. 

Modem Speaker 
Enabled 

can change the Modem Speaker Volume Level 
option. 

Modem Speaker 
Volume Level  

change the Modem Speaker Volume Level 
option to meet your specific needs. Note that the 
station modem speaker is activated only during 
the connection phase. 

Number of Rings 
to Reply  

defines the number of rings that the station will 
receive before it answers a dial-out call from 
DCC. 

Data Transfer 
Timeout  

The communication options of DCC define 
timeouts for remote communication, both for the 
connection phase and the data transfer phase. If 
a station is connected to a relatively bad 
telephone line, it may need a longer timeout 
setting for data transfer. You can set this timeout 
value (in seconds) in the Data Transfer Timeout 
option. Note that a value smaller than the 
default value is not used by DCC. 
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Country  Set according to the country where the station is 
placed. The station modem uses this country 
definition for its internal customization. If your 
country is not found in the countries list, leave the 
default value (United States) as is and change it 
later only if you encounter communication 
problems. 

Time Difference 
from DCC  

Set this value if DCC and the station are not in 
the same time zone (see example in the Learning 
readers section above). 

Answering 
Machine Defeat  

an alternative method of connection to a station 
that has an answering machine and/or a regular 
phone connected to it via the PHONE socket. 
The problem in this case is how to determine if an 
incoming call is intended for the station or for its 
juxtaposed device. After properly configuring the 
settings of this option, the connection is 
performed by the station in the following way: 
When there is an incoming call, the station 
counts the number of rings. If after 1 or 2 rings 
there are no more rings for about 6 seconds, the 
station enters a special defeat mode for a 
duration defined by the Window parameter. If 
during this period there is an incoming ring, the 
station answers the incoming call immediately. 
The rules regarding the settings of this option are: 

1. Administratively, instruct the persons who 
are supposed to accept incoming phone 
calls from the station phone line to wait for 
at least 3 incoming rings. In case of an 
Answering Machine on the line, be sure to 
program the unit to answer after at least 3 
incoming rings. 

2. Set the Number of Rings to Reply option to 
a number greater than the number of rings 
set in the answering machine or to the 
number of rings after which you expect a 
person to answer an incoming call. 

3. Check the Answering Machine Defeat 
option and set its related options as 
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follows: 
• The Hangup Delay is the time (in 

milliseconds) between the time that 
DCC dials to the station and the time 
that it hangs up. This should be set so 
that a single ring is heard for certain on 
the station side. As there is no way to fully 
synchronize between DCC and a 
remote station, this parameter should be 
set using trial and error. 

• The Window parameter defines the 
duration of time (in seconds) that the 
station will stay in the special defeat 
mode. During this period, the station 
immediately answers the first ring. If there 
was no incoming ring during this period, 
the mode is canceled and the station 
reverts to its regular mode of answering 
after Number of Rings to Reply rings. 

 

 

Note: 
• This special defeat mode is used by DCC only during 

a connection to a station for starting an upload. 
• This mode gives a relatively good solution to the 

problem of the juxtaposed device but it is not an 
absolute solution. There is a small time window 
between the two dialing attempts from the DCC to 
the station, in which a regular phone call could be 
accepted and will be wrongly interpreted by the 
station as a call from the DCC. 

 
14. Click Next. The Register Station Properties Step 3 

window is displayed. 
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Figure 85: Station Properties 3 

15. Define the schedule to be set in the station. The station 
dials-in to the DCC application according to this 
schedule.  

16. Select the required connection mode, local or remote, 
according to the required connection mode of the 
station. 

17. Click Next.  
At this point, the application attempts to establish a 
link with the station according to the defined 
connection mode, using the station phone number for 
a remote connection. If the link is established, the 
station ID is read and displayed and all station 
parameters are downloaded into the station.  

18. Click Finish to save the definition in the application 
database and display it in the Tree View. If the link fails, 
an error is displayed. 

12.5 Delete Hardware Devices 
To delete all hardware devices associated with this client, right-
click on the client icon. Select Delete All Hardware Devices. 
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You are asked to verify the delete before the system deletes 
the hardware. 
To delete an individual piece of hardware, right-click on the 
specific hardware icon. Select Delete. You are asked to verify 
the delete before the system deletes the specific hardware. 
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13. Users 
13.1 Add User 
To add a new user: 

1. Transition to the New User Window. 
2. Click Next to accept the wizard. The User Properties 

Window is displayed. 

 
Figure 86: User Properties 

3. Enter the User Name, and any other relevant 
information. 

4. Click Next. The user ID configuration is displayed. 
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Figure 87: User ID Configuration 

5. Enter the User ID. 
6. Select the Client with which to associate this user, if 

applicable. 
7. To enter a picture of the new user click Get Photo. 
8. Use the browser to transition to the photo, select, and 

click Open. The photo is displayed in the photo 
window. 

9. Click Next. 
10. Verify all the user details and click Finish to complete 

the configuration. 

13.2 Delete Users 
To delete all users associated with this client, right-click on the 
client icon. Select Delete All Users. You are asked to verify the 
delete before the system deletes the users. 
To delete an individual user, right-click on the specific user 
icon. Select Delete. You are asked to verify the delete before 
the system deletes the specific user. 
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14. Tours 
The specifics of each tour are configured by the System 
Administrator. During the definition of visits and activities within 
a tour, it is necessary to set their time values/durations 
according to the following general rules:  

• Activity time frames must be embedded in the tour time 
frame and in the case of randomized order of activities, 
the duration of activities must be less or equal to the tour 
duration (the time from tour start to tour end). If you 
enter an invalid activity time frame or duration, they are 
automatically modified by the DCC application into 
valid values. 

• The DCC application always verifies that the visit time 
and tolerance are valid. Validity means that the values 
are legal and the defined visit time frame is embedded 
in its container. For Simple tours, the container is the tour 
time frame. For Advanced tours, the container is the 
current Activity time frame. If the entered visit time 
frame is invalid, the DCC application overrides the 
values entered by the user with valid values.  
 
For example, if you want to set a visit time very close to 
a boundary of its container time frame, you must first set 
the tolerance small enough (if the tour starts at 8:00 AM 
and you want the first visit to be at 8:15, you must first 
modify the tolerance to be less than 16 minutes and 
only then set the visit time). 

 

14.1 Add Tour 
Tours can be associated with a client or they can be added 
using the New Tours Wizard from the Wizard tool. 
To add a tour to a specific client: 

1. Right-click the Tours icon associated with the client. 
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2. Select Add New Tour. The New Tours Wizard is 
displayed. 

To add an independent tour:  
1. Click Wizards. 
2. Select New Tour Wizard. The New Tours Wizard is 

displayed. 
 

3. Click Next to accept the wizard. The Tour Properties 
Window is displayed. 

 
Figure 88: Add Tour Properties 

4. Enter the Tour name and a description. 
5. Click Finish to leave the new tour unconfigured. To 

Configure the tour continue with the next section. 
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14.2 Edit Tours 
When editing an existing tour, it is important to remember the 
following: 

• You cannot change the tour-supported options (Simple 
/ Advanced).  

• Changing the randomization related checkboxes will 
require review of all visit time frames 

 

Note: 
If you modify the visits list and select locations from 
client(s) not used in the original tour, the tour position in 
the Tree View will change. If all visits belong to a single 
client, the tour will belong to this client. If locations from 
more than one client are involved, the tour will be 
placed under the Shared Items special client. 

 
When you save your tour, you are asked if you want only to 
update the current tour version (click Yes) or create a new 
version (click No). Remember that a new version is effective 
starting from the current date. 

1. Enter a descriptive note. 
2. Select the client(s) that are associated with the tour. If 

this tour was created from a specific client, only one 
client appears in the Select Client list. If this tour was 
created independent of a client, all the clients in the 
system appear in the list, 

3. Select the start and stop times of the tour using the 
Time modification box dialogs. 
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Figure 89: New Tour Configuration 

4. Select the tour options by checking Support Advanced 
Options for an Advanced Tour, or leave unchecked for 
a Simple Tour. 

5. Select other tour settings: Set Times of Visits (for Simple 
Tours only), Randomize Order of Activities (for 
Advanced Tours only), and Keep Order of Visits. 

6. Click Next. The next screen contains the facilities of the 
selected client(s) in a Tree View in the left pane while 
to the right the visits data is presented. Depending on 
the type of tour selected, different options will be 
available on this screen. 

If Advanced Tour Options are not supported: 
1. Select the locations to be visited in the tour. 
2. Click the right-arrow to include them in the tour visits.  
3. Use the up- and down-arrows to adjust the position of 

an individual location in the list.  
4. Use the left-arrow to remove a location from the tour 

visit list.  
5. Click Next to accept the tour visit list. 
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6. If Set Times of Visits is selected, set the correct time 
and tolerance for each visit of the tour.  

7. Modify the values in the Current Visit Time Interval 
frame. They are immediately propagated to the 
currently selected location in the list. 
The Tour definition is presented for final checking. 

8. Click Finish to save the Tour definition. 

 
Figure 90: New Tour Configuration Example 

If Advanced Tour Options are supported: 
The frame in the upper right corner is the Current Activity Time 
Interval frame, if activities are not randomized. This time interval 
is defined by its start and end times. This interval must be 
embedded in the tour time frame. If activities are randomized, 
this frame is the Current Activity Duration and contains the 
duration time of the activity in the hh:mm format (and must be 
less than or equal to the total tour duration). 

1. Set the correct activity time frame or duration. 
2. Select the locations to be visited in the tour. 
3. Click on the right-arrow to include them in the activity 

visits. All visits time frames/durations must be 
embedded in the activity time frame/duration. 
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4. Edit the activity. If you select a visit in the activity visits 
list, you can remove it by clicking on the left-arrow or 
move it up or down in the list by clicking on the up- or 
down-arrow. 

5. Modify visits start/end times by changing the values in 
the Current Visit Time Interval (or durations in Current 
Visit Duration, if randomization was selected). 

 

 
Figure 91: New Tour Advanced Features 

Adjust/Define the repetitions of the activity. 
1. Select the number of repetitions the activity should be 

executed during the total Tour Interval. 
2. If the number of repetitions is greater than 1 and the 

order of activities is not randomized, click the Define 
button to open the Activity Repetitions Time Frames 
dialog box and define the Start time of each repetitive 
occurrence.  

3. Click OK to accept. Note that all repetitions have the 
same duration as their base activity and their time 
frame is validated to be within the tour time frame. 
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Figure 92: Activities Repetitions 

4. Add or remove activities in the tour using the Add 
Activity, Insert Activity, or Remove Activity buttons. 

5. Repeat steps 1 to 7, as necessary.  
6. Click Next when finished. 

The Tour definition is presented for final checking in the View 
Wizards Results dialog. Values entered through the wizard are 
presented for you to review before accepting them. 

1. Review the Tour Definition to ensure its accuracy. If you 
need to make modifications, click Back button. 

2. Click View Activity Repetitions to view repetitive 
activities defined on the prior screen.  

3. Click Finish to save the Tour definition. 
When you need to edit a tour 

4. Select its node in the application Tree View. 
5. Right-click on the node. A context menu appears.  
6. Select the Edit menu. The Edit Tour screen is displayed, 

allowing you to modify tour details as needed. Please 
keep in mind that changing a value here may affect 
many other values so that you check carefully that all 
values are correct before saving the modified tour 
description. 
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14.3 Delete Tours 
To delete all tours associated with this client, right-click on the 
client icon. Select Delete All Tours. You are asked to verify the 
delete before the system deletes the tours. 
To delete an individual tour, right-click on the specific tour 
icon. Select Delete. You are asked to verify the delete before 
the system deletes the specific tour. 
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15. Reports 
There are two ways to add a report. Using the New Report 
Wizard allows you to add a report independent of a client. 
Adding a report from a specific client attaches the report to 
the client and the client information automatically. While there 
is information in common to the two reports, each is discussed 
separately to avoid confusion. 
There are seven report types: 

• Client Hardware Configuration 
• Custom 
• Tours Events 
• Tours Plan 
• Tours Processing 
• Uploads Sessions 
• Users 

All reports can 
• Be sent to a specified e-mail address 
• include pictures 
• be filtered according to tasks 
• be exported to five formats:  

o Microsoft Word 
o Microsoft Excel 
o Rich Text Format (RTF) 
o Adobe Acrobat 
o Text 

15.1 Add Client Report 
A report added to a specific client has access only to that 
client’s information. 

1. Open the desired client. 
2. Right-click Reports. 
3. Right-click Add New Report. The New Report 

Configuration Wizard opens. 
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Figure 93: New Report Configuration Wizard 

4. Click Next. The Report Properties Window is displayed. 

 
Figure 94: New Report Properties 

5. Insert name of the report to be added, its descriptive 
note, and the destinations to send the report to when 
generated.  

6. Enter an optional e-mail address where the report is to 
be sent. 
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7. Select the Report Type. 

 
Figure 95: Types of Reports 

8. If you want to immediately generate the report and 
not to save it in the configuration, check the option 
Immediate Report Execution option. Entry of a report 
name in not mandatory in this case.  

9. Check the Export To Text File option to save the report 
in Text Format for scheduled reports. You can set the 
destination folder in the option menu.  

10. Click Next. Based on the type of report, the Reports 
Properties Step 2 window is displayed. For this example 
the Client Hardware configuration is displayed. 

11. Select Include Pictures for pictures to be part of the 
report. 

12. Click Next. The Filters Configuration window is 
displayed. Note that only the client appears in the 
filters configuration. The client is automatically 
selected. 

13. Click Next. The View Wizard Results window is 
displayed. At this time you can choose to Preview the 
report and Export the report to MS Word, Excel, RTF, 
Adobe Acrobat, or RTF format. 

14. Click Finish. For all other report types see Section  15.3 
Report Types on page 142. 

15.2 Add Independent New Report 
A report added using the New Report Wizard has access to all 
client information. 

1. Click Wizards from the toolbar. 
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2. Select New Report Wizard. The New Report 
Configuration Wizard opens. 

3. Click Next. The Report Properties Window is displayed. 

 
Figure 96: New Report Properties 

4. Insert name of the report to be added, its descriptive 
note, and the destinations to send the report to when 
generated.  

5. Enter an optional e-mail address where the report is to 
be sent. 

6. Select the Report Type. 

 
Figure 97: Types of Reports 

7. If you want to immediately generate the report and 
not to save it in the configuration, check the option 
Immediate Report Execution option. Entry of a report 
name in not mandatory in this case.  
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8. Check the Export To Text File option to save the report 
in Text Format for scheduled reports. You can set the 
destination folder in the option menu.  

9. Click Next. Based on the type of report, the Reports 
Properties Step 2 window is displayed (see Section  15.3 
Report Types on page 142). 

10. Click Next to continue. 
11. Select data filters: based on the report type and the 

selected report items, a collection of Filter tabs is 
presented. (see Section  15.3 Report Types on page 
142) 
 
It is necessary to check the Filters needed for the 
specific report. By default, the logical items (e.g. Sites, 
Groups, and Wallets) are not checked.  
 
When an item is checked, all its direct children nodes 
are added in the tabs and the hardware-based items 
are already checked. You can remove any checks as 
required to get the final filters list.  
 
Use the Check All and Uncheck All buttons to speed 
your work if the lists of items are long.  

12. Click Next to continue. 
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Figure 98: New Report Details 

13. The report details are listed. Check them for accuracy. 
You may optionally click Preview to view the report in 
a Report Viewer, Export To in order to save the report 
generated in one of several formats, Microsoft Word, 
Microsoft Excel, Rich Text For mat, Adobe Acrobat or a 
plain Text file, or click Finish to quit the wizard.  

14. For immediate execution, you can either View or Send 
the report and then you should click Cancel to finish 
this operation. 

15.3 Report Types 
The seven report types have many options in common. Their 
differences are explained in the following sections. 

Client Hardware Configuration 
The client list report just lists all the clients defined in the system and 
their properties. You can select whether to include the client logos in 
the report or not. 
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Client Hardware 
configuration 
only allows for 
inclusion of 
pictures.  
Notice that the 
only available 
filter is by client. 

 
 

Custom 

Custom reports display selected raw data. When you add a 
new custom report you can define: 

• Types of hardware buttons you would like to include in 
the report (locations, events, digital events, users and /or 
digital numbers). 

• Filtering to be performed on these buttons (select 
specific ones).  

Date range for the report as a date relative to the date of 
actual report generation. If requested, you can narrow the 
time frame within each day. 
Custom allows 
you to select 
one, some, or all 
of the items on 
which to report.  
You can select 
the day, time 
interval and 
report 
frequency. 
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The available 
filters depend 
on the report 
items selected 
in Step 2.  
To Filter by an 
item click the 
tab at the top 
of the viewing 
screen.  
Select the client 
or clients. 

 

 

Tours Events 

A Tour Events report presents the events that occurred during 
the process of a specific tour. For each incident (either regular 
event, digital event, or a digital number), the report lists: 

• The location where the event occurred. 
• The user who reported it. You can also filter the report 

using four available filters, readers, users, clients, and 
tours.  

This supplementary information is included in the report if at the 
beginning of the tour the guard marks his user tag. Then, at any 
visited location, the location tag is marked before any event 
that happens at this location. 
 
Tours Events 
allows you to 
select the date 
range only. 
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The available 
filters are Client, 
Tour, User, and 
Reader.  

 
 

Tours Plan 

Tour Plan reports present the plan for future executions of tours. 
Similar to tour processing, you need to select the tour(s) for 
which the plan(s) have to be generated and the date range 
of the report. 

• If the tour contains randomized items (activities or visits 
within an activity), its plan is recalculated for each day 
in the report date range.  

• If no randomization is involved, the Tour Plan may be 
produced only once.  

The final plans are presented as lists of visits and their planned 
time frames ordered by the time frames.  
Typically, tour plan reports are prepared before the actual 
execution of the tour(s) and are handed to the appropriate 
DCC users in order to guide them how to perform the tours. 
You can select whether you want to include location pictures 
in the report. 
 
Tours Plan allows 
you to select 
the date range 
and report 
frequency. 
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The available 
filters are Client 
and Tour.  

 
 

Tours Processing 

Tour Processing reports include the results of the execution of 
specific tour(s). When you add a new report, you have to 
define: 

• Desired tours for report. 
• Date range for the report (as a date relative to the date 

of actual report generation).  
• Filter for the report using four available filters, readers, 

users, clients, and tours. This filtering is useful when some 
locations are visited by multiple Users or collected via 
different readers, and you need to include in the report 
only the relevant data from the specified Users or 
readers.  

When the report is generated, a comparison is made between 
the tour plan for each day in the date range and the actual 
execution of the tour. The report specifies whether each step in 
the tour was executed successfully of not. You can ask to 
include only tour exceptions in the report. In this case, only the 
execution failures are reported. 
Each tour exception is marked with its reasons. Possible reasons 
are: 

• The visit at a planned location was completely missed. 
• The visit was too early, before the planned time frame. 
• The visit was too late, after the planned time frame. 
• The visit was not executed in the predefined order of 

visits set in the plan and the option “Keep order of visits” 
was selected. 

At the end of the report, a short summary includes the total 
number of exceptions and their cumulative duration. 
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Tours Processing 
allows you to 
select the report 
item exception 
type, date 
range, and 
report 
frequency. 

 
The available 
filters are Client, 
Tour, User, and 
Reader.  

 
 

Uploads Sessions 

Upload session reports present the data acquired during 
certain upload sessions. You select the stations and/or readers 
for which the report should be generated and the date range. 
Uploads 
Sessions allows 
you to select 
the report item 
exception type, 
time interval, 
date range, 
and report 
frequency. 
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The available 
filters are Client, 
Station, and 
Reader.  

 
 

Users 

If The DCC system administrator sets a policy that properly 
defines the relationship between users and the locations they 
visit, this report can be used to present the operations 
performed by a User during the selected date range. You 
need to select the users for which you want to get the report 
and the date range for the report. 
Users allows you 
to select the 
report item, 
time interval, 
date range, 
and report 
frequency. 

 
The available 
filters are 
dependent on 
the items 
selected in step 
2.  
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15.4 Edit Report 
Report configurations can be edited after they are created. 

1. Right-click the desired report. 
2. Select Edit. The Edit Report Properties window displays. 

 
Figure 99: Edit Report Properties 

3. Select the appropriate tab: Properties, Details, or Filters 
and change the parameters as desired. Refer to 
section  15.3 for the discussion on details and filters. 

 

 
Figure 100: Edit Report Details 
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Figure 101: Edit Report Filters 

15.5 View and Print Reports 
The DCC reporting facility is based on Crystal Reports and 
offers a rich selection of options for viewing reports. You can 
browse the pages of a report, see its outline or details, zoom in 
the report, search some text, print the report, or export it to any 
format supported by Crystal Reports (Adobe Acrobat (PDF), 
Microsoft Excel (XLS), Microsoft Word (DOC), or Rich Text 
Format (RTF). 
You can view a report or send it in one of the following two 
ways: 

1. Click the Reporter icon in the toolbar or click menus 
Actions Reporter. This displays the Reporter window in 
which you can select various reports, view them, or 
send them out. 

2. Select a report node in the Tree View. 
3. Right-click to select View Report or Send Report from 

the context menu. For viewing, this mode brings up a 
report viewer window for just the selected report. 

4. You may send a report by selecting the report node in 
the Tree View and then clicking Send Report by e-mail 
in the toolbar. 
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The first method should be selected for a session in which 
multiple reports need to be generated. The second and third 
methods are used for infrequent report generations. 
This Reporter window is divided into the following areas: 

Menu Bar Contains the available menu options. 
Toolbar Contains a set of icons which are used to activate 

common operations 
Report 
Types List 

Displays in the left pane and contains a list of all 
available report types. 

Reports 
Options 
tabs 

Displays in the upper right panel and allows you to select 
a specific report. If you select a specific client, only its 
reports are shown in the list. Otherwise, all reports in the 
system appear in the list. 

Report 
Viewer 

Displays in the lower right panel and contains a Crystal 
Reports viewer in which you may execute all the 
reporting functions mentioned above. 

 

 
Figure 102: Report Generation 
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15.6 Send Reports 
When a report is sent, it is exported to a MS-Word document 
and attached to a simple mail body. 
If the report is sent explicitly by the DCC operator, a dialog box 
pops up and allows the operator to add some remark to the e-
mail body to which the report document is attached. 

 
Figure 103: Report Remark 

The user may leave the remark empty by just clicking OK or he 
may completely cancel the send operation by clicking 
Cancel. 

 

Note: 
The mail functionality works only on the Microsoft 
Windows 2000 and Windows XP platforms. 

 

15.7 Delete Reports 
To delete all reports associated with this client, right-click on 
the report icon. Select Delete All Reports. You are asked to 
verify the delete before the system deletes the reports. 
To delete an individual report, right-click on the specific report 
icon. Select Delete. You are asked to verify the delete before 
the system deletes the specific report. 
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16. Basic System Tools 
 

16.1 Upload 
To capture raw data from the devices Upload provides the 
mechanism to select a client, reader, or station. There are two 
methods to extract data:  

• Initiating the upload process from the reader onto a 
station unit and then from the reader to the PC 

• Initiating the upload directly from the PC 
The first extraction, from the station to the DCC system, is 
initiated from the station.  
The second extraction is initiated by the DCC system. 
Section  18 Data Retrieval, on page 162, explains what 
happens with the data after it is extracted. 

Station Initiated Upload 

The reader sits in the base, which docks in the station. On the 
station are two buttons: LOAD READER and REMOTE PC. Data 
transfer can be started by pushing the REMOTE PC button on 
the station. The station can also be configured to 
automatically initiate data transfer according to a preset 
schedule (see Section  12.4 Add Station on page 119 to 
configure the station schedule). 
To manually extract data from a station: 

1. Upload the data from the reader to the station 
according to the directions in Section  4 Data 
Extraction From the Device on page 45. After the data 
is in the station the reader does not have to be 
present. 

2. Connect the station to a serial port (local) or to a 
phone line (remote). 

3. Press LOAD READER. The data is extracted from the 
reader and stored in the station. 
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4. Press REMOTE PC for approximately 2 seconds. The 
station initiates data transfer from the station to the PC. 

 

Note: 
If you push the REMOTE PC button for approximately 2 
seconds to start a dial-in type of station upload, you 
can disconnect this upload session by another long 
push of this button. 

 

DCC Initiated Upload 

The reader sits in its base, which may also be docked in the 
station (the reader does not require the station to have data 
uploaded). The DCC can initiate a data upload per client, 
from an individual station, and an individual reader. 
Basically, select the client, station, or reader from which you 
want to upload information. Initiate upload from the toolbar. 
Wait for the upload.  

1. Select a client, reader, or station. 
2. Click Upload  to start an upload operation, 

or select Action Upload by <communication mode> 
from the Menu bar, 
or right-click the item (client, station, reader) and 
select Upload from the context menu. 

3. Select the communications mode using the drop-
down menu (see Section  7 Communication 
Configuration on page 72). 

4. Verify the settings and click Continue. The Connection 
Progress window is displayed. Notice the Network 
Connection icon in the upper left of the window. This is 
determined according to the communications type 
used in the current session. 

5. Click Connect. The upload tasks display under Task 
Name. 

6. After the tasks complete click Close to close the 
upload window. 
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16.2 Look for Items 
During configuration of hardware related items, the DCC 
software validates that the new item ID does not exist in the 
system database. If it already exists, the new ID is rejected as 
duplicate. 
To find which item has the already defined ID: 

1. Click on the Edit Find Item by ID… menu items. 
2. Type the requested ID. 
3. Click Find. 

 
Figure 104: Find Item by HW ID 

Another method to find items in the Tree View is by their 
names. To perform a name lookup: 

1. Click on the Edit Find Item by Name… menu items. 
2. Type the requested search pattern. This can be the 

exact name you are looking for or a wildcard pattern 
(see details below). 

3. If you are looking for a specific item type (for example, 
Event or Report), select it from the list. 

4. Click Find. 
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Figure 105: Find Item by Name 

All the items that meet your search pattern are shown in the list 
at the button of the dialog. 

1. Traverse the list until you select your requested item. 
2. Click Show Item in order to select it in the Tree View. 

The traversal may be done via mouse or keyboard. If 
the cursor is positioned inside the dialog, when you 
traverse an item, a tool-tip will present its full path in 
the Tree View. 

3. Click Close to close this dialog. 
The pattern-matching features are case-insensitive and allow 
you to match strings using wildcard characters, character lists, 
or character ranges, in any combination. The following table 
shows the characters allowed in the search pattern and what 
they match: 

Characters in pattern Matches in string 
? Any single character 

* Zero or more characters 

# Any single digit (0–9) 

[charlist] Any single character in charlist 

[!charlist] Any single character not in charlist 
 
A group of one or more characters (charlist) enclosed in 
brackets ([ ]) can be used to match any single character in 
string and can include almost any character code, including 
digits. 
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Note: 
To match the special characters left bracket ([), question 
mark (?), number sign (#), and asterisk (*), enclose them 
in brackets. The right bracket (]) cannot be used within a 
group to match itself, but it can be used outside a group 
as an individual character. 

 
By using a hyphen (–) to separate the upper and lower bounds 
of the range, charlist can specify a range of characters. For 
example, [A-Z] results in a match if the corresponding 
character position in string contains any uppercase, 
lowercase, and accented letters in the range A–Z. Multiple 
ranges are included within the brackets without delimiters. 
The meaning of a specified range depends on the character 
ordering valid at run time (as determined by the locale setting 
of the system the code is running on).  
Other important rules for pattern matching include the 
following:  

• An exclamation point (!) at the beginning of charlist 
means that a match is made if any character except 
the characters in charlist is found in string. When used 
outside brackets, the exclamation point matches itself.  

• A hyphen (–) can appear either at the beginning (after 
an exclamation point if one is used) or at the end of 
charlist to match itself. In any other location, the hyphen 
identifies a range of characters delimited by the 
characters on either side of the hyphen.  

When a range of characters is specified, they must appear in 
ascending sort order (that is, from lowest to highest). Thus, [A-Z] 
is a valid pattern, but [Z-A] is not.  

16.3 Set Date and Time 
The devices stamp events with the time and date. This must be 
set before using the device the first time and any time the 
battery is changed.  
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1. Select the reader or station for date and time 
configuration. 

2. Click  Set Date and Time.  
3. Select the communications mode (see Section  7 

Communication Configuration on page 72). The 
communications mode window is displayed. 

4. Verify the comm. Mode information and click 
Continue. The Communications Progress window is 
displayed. 

 
Figure 106: Set Date and Time Example 

5. Click Connect. 
6. The set date and time task appears in the Tasks 

window. 
7. Click Close to close the window. 

16.4 Set Reader Options 
The readers have three options: LED, Buzzer, and Vibration. In 
addition you can select whether the option stays on for a long 
or a short period of time. 
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This option is the same as setting the reader options from the 
Edit Reader Properties page (see Section  1 Edit Reader on 
page 118). 

1. Select the reader. 
2. Click  Set Reader Options.  
3. Select the communications mode (see Section  7 

Communication Configuration on page 72). The 
communications mode window is displayed. 

4. Verify the communications mode information and click 
Continue. The Communications Progress window is 
displayed. 

5. Select the desired options and click Connect. 
6. The set reader options task appears in the task 

window. 
7. Click Close to close the window. 

16.5 Erase Reader 
1. Select the reader. 
2. Click  Erase Reader.  
3. Select the communications mode (see Section  7 

Communication Configuration on page 72). The 
communications mode window is displayed. 

4. Verify the communications mode information and click 
Continue. A confirmation message appears. 

5. Click Yes to continue and erase the reader. Click No to 
cancel. On Yes the Communications Progress window 
is displayed. 

6. Click Connect. 
7. The erase reader task appears in the task window. 
8. Click Close to close the window. 
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17. Configure Network Clients 
When you configure a DCC Network Client, you first have to 
choose its transport. Currently, DCC supports the following 
transports: 

• FTP — File Transfer Protocol. This is the standard Internet 
protocol for file transfers. You use an existing FTP server 
machine as a server for both DCC and its Network 
Client, which act as two FTP clients. 

• Direct P2P — This transport establishes a direct 
connection between the DCC Network Client PC and 
the DCC PC. Here the Network Client acts as an FTP 
client and DCC is the FTP server. 

The second transport is the method to use if you do not have 
an available FTP server machine. The drawback in its use is the 
strong coupling between DCC and the network client, as both 
applications need to run at the same time in order for files to 
be transferred. On the other hand, a standard FTP server is 
expected to be always available and there is no coupling 
between DCC and its Network Client. 
To configure transport:  

1. If you select the FTP transport, you must define the FTP 
Server IP Address (either numeric or symbolic) and the 
Destination Path, the virtual directory in the FTP area to 
be used for file transfers.  

2. If you select the Direct P2P transport, the Server IP 
Address is automatically set to the local DCC machine 
IP address and the Destination Path value is cleared. 

3. For both transports, set the PC Code value (a 4 hex-
digit number) to the PC Code for your DigiTool 
devices, which you received from Rosslare. By default, 
the PC Code value is 8888. 
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Warning: 
If you enter a PC Code that does not match the 
PC Code of the DigiTool devices that should be 
handled by the Network Client, all connection 
attempts of the Network Client with these devices 
will fail. 

 
4. For the FTP transport, enter User Name and Password, 

which you received from the FTP site manager. For the 
Direct P2P transport, enter the username and 
password of your choice. 

5. After all properties are defined, click Next. DCC 
checks the access to the Network Client. If it succeeds, 
the Network Client properties are displayed.  

6. Click Finish to save the Network Client definition. 
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18. Data Retrieval 
After system set up and configuration, standard system 
operations begin by gathering data into the GC-01 readers. 
This is performed by touching Buttons (Locations, Events, Users, 
or Numbers) as dictated by the system administrative 
procedures. The DCC system itself does not enforce any policy 
regarding this operation. 

 

Note: 
Ensure that a station or a reader is used to collect raw 
data only after the correct date and time are configured 
into the device. The typical way to assure this is to learn 
the DigiTool device by DCC. The learn process 
guarantees that the device has the correct date and 
time set. 

 

The raw data is kept in the readers in a special compressed 
format and includes for each Button touched by the reader its 
ID and the exact timestamp. The raw data in the reader does 
not carry any semantics related to the Buttons. 
After a certain amount of data is collected in a reader, the 
data has to be uploaded. The DCC system does not dictate 
any policy regarding the timing of uploads and the DCC 
administrator can schedule uploads according to system 
specific needs.  
Data may be uploaded from a reader into some GC-50 
station. The reader is automatically erased and can be reused 
to collect more data. Alternatively, a reader may be uploaded 
directly into the DCC system. See Section Extracting Data from 
a reader on page 45 for the details of these procedures. In 
addition, reader data may be uploaded by a DCC Network 
Client and then sent to DCC via the Internet and saved in the 
DCC database. 
If the data from a number of readers was uploaded into a 
station, the data can be uploaded from the station into the 
DCC system. See Section Data Extraction From the Device, 
page 45. 
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Figure 107: Connection Progress 

For all types of connections to DigiTool hardware devices, a 
connection progress dialog box is displayed. If the connection 
is initiated by the DCC operator, this dialog box lets you set the 
required connection parameters and then start the actual 
connection by clicking on the Connect button. If the 
connection is initiated by a remote station or automatically via 
a DCC task (see the Tasks Scheduling section), the connection 
is initiated without any intervention from the application 
operator. 
During the Upload process, the progress is reported in a dialog 
box until the completion of the upload. The percentage of the 
communication progress is updated based on the expected 
amount of input raw data. The process involves also the 
parsing of the retrieved data and the saving of the parsed 
data in the application database.  

 

Note: 
If a data retrieval process started, but you haven’t 
connected yet to the DigiTool device. Alternatively, 
after a communication session is finished but the 
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Connection Progress dialog box is still not closed, the 
dialog will be closed if a new connection is 
automatically established, either by a remote station 
or via a task (and a new connection dialog will be 
displayed). 

 
In addition to the dialog, notification messages are displayed 
at the right bottom corner of the screen. If unknown Buttons 
are found in the input stream, they are listed in a special tab 
page. If you have an Administrator role, you can define these 
buttons now. Otherwise, you can finish the process leaving 
these buttons as unknown. 
 

 
Figure 108: Upload Progress 

To define an unknown button, double-click on its row in the list. 
A small pop-up dialog instructs you to select the type of the 
button. 
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Figure 109: Unknown Button Installation 

After you select the desired button type, click Install. The 
appropriate new item wizard is invoked. This allows you to 
completely define the button. If you finish this definition 
successfully, the button is removed from the unknown buttons 
list.  
 

 

Note: 
Even when you define an unknown button, the input raw 
data is not fixed at that time and is stored in the DCC 
database as unacceptable data. 
If an unknown button is actually a button in a Digital 
Wallet, you cannot define it during the upload process 
but you can define it later via the Digital Wallet 
learning procedures. 

 

18.1 Raw Data vs. Unaccepted Data 
When raw data is uploaded into the DCC system, a parsing 
process tries to apply the correct semantics to all input Buttons. 
During this process, various validity checks are performed on 
the input data as follows: 
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1. If the upload is performed from a station, a lookup for 
the station ID is performed in the DCC list of defined 
stations. 

2. Before the actual data of a reader is uploaded, the 
reader ID is searched in the DCC list of defined 
readers. 

3. Each input Button ID is searched in the collection of 
DCC defined items and if it is found, the Button is 
considered as valid and the type of the DCC item is 
assigned to the input item. 

4. The timestamp of each input item is verified to be a 
valid value, in the expected time frame (not older 
than the number of months for which raw data is kept 
in the system database and not in the future) and in 
sequence with the other input items. 

If all validity checks pass successfully, the input item is stored in 
the system database as a valid raw data. If some validity 
checks fail, the input item is considered as unaccepted data 
and is stored as such in the DCC database, with the list of the 
reasons for its invalidity. 

18.2 Delete/Un-delete Uploads of Raw Data 
After an upload is finished, it's placed in the DCC Tree View 
and the Properties Sheet of a reader upload show all the valid 
raw data uploaded from this reader. If the upload contains 
unaccepted data, this is also marked in the upload Properties 
Sheet. 
In general, you should not delete any raw data unless you are 
absolutely sure that it is not needed. Even then, DCC does not 
delete the data but makes it invisible. To delete an upload, do: 

1. Select the upload node in the Tree View. 
2. Right-click and select Delete. The Delete Upload Data 

dialog is displayed. 
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Figure 110: Delete Uploaded Data 

3. Click Delete to delete the upload. 
To undelete a previously deleted upload: 

1. In the main menu, click on Actions Undelete Upload. 
The Undelete Upload Data dialog appears. 

 
Figure 111: Undelete Upload Data 

2. Select the specific upload to undelete. 
3. Click Undelete.  

 

Note: 
Up Note that you can undelete an upload even if only 
its unaccepted data was previously deleted (see the 
Editing Unaccepted Data Section below) and the 
upload itself still exists. 

 

18.3 Edit Unaccepted Data 
After realizing that the DCC system contains unaccepted data 
(the Unaccepted Data node appears in the Tree View as the 
first child node of Uploads and some upload is marked with the 
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unaccepted data icon), the system administrator must perform 
corrective actions as soon as possible. 
As the first step, review the reasons attached to the 
unaccepted data items. Click on the Unaccepted Data node 
to see these items in the Properties Sheet pane. 
The simplest action is to delete all unaccepted data items of 
an upload. To do this: 

1. Right-click on Unaccepted Data. 
2. Select the Delete context menu. The Delete Upload 

Data dialog is displayed. 
3. Select an upload. 
4. Click on Delete to delete all its unaccepted data. 

If, however, you would like to repair some of the unaccepted 
data items: 

1. Collect the IDs of the unknown data items (buttons, 
readers, or stations) from the Unaccepted Data 
Properties Sheet and investigate what their definition 
should be. 

2. Define these IDs using standard learning procedures. 
Note that this is the only way to define buttons, which 
actually reside in a Digital Wallet. 

3. Right-click the Unaccepted Data node in the Tree 
View. 

4. Select the Edit context menu. The Unaccepted Data 
Editor window is presented and all items already 
defined in step 2 above are listed with their newly 
defined properties. The Reason column of the list 
reflects the new definitions. The already defined 
entities are not marked as unknown. 
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Figure 112: Unaccepted Data Editor 

5. Activate one of the repair actions Repair, Validate, or 
Delete. These actions modify the list of unaccepted 
data items. The changes are not written to the DCC 
system database until you click on the Save button. 
You may repeat this step many times as needed until 
you are satisfied with the results of your actions. 

6. When you have finished the repair actions, click Save 
to save your edits. Items which are completely 
repaired (their Reason column is empty) are written to 
the valid raw data tables in the DCC database. 
Partially repaired items are updated in the 
unaccepted data table in the database. 

7. Click Close to finish editing of unaccepted data 
(whether you saved your editing or not). If you 
repaired and saved all unaccepted data items, the 
Unaccepted Data node is removed from the 
application Tree View. 

Repair Actions 

Repair is enabled only when a single data item is selected. 
When you click Repair, the Repair Unaccepted Data dialog is 
presented, allowing you to repair the specific item and at the 
same time all the other items in the same upload session. 
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Figure 113: Repair Unaccepted Data 

This dialog presents checkboxes for the entities that need to be 
repaired. When the dialog pops up, all these checkboxes are 
checked.  

1. If you do not know how to repair some entity, uncheck 
its checkbox.  

2. Also at this time decide whether you want to modify all 
other unaccepted data items in the same upload 
session (the default) or you want to modify this item 
only (and then uncheck the checkbox at the bottom 
of the dialog). 

For example, if the reason is Unknown reader ID, and you are 
going to repair it by making this reader known to the system, all 
items in the same upload session (which use the same reader), 
can be repaired in the same shot.  
To proceed with the repair process: 

1. Click Next. This repairs the first entity for repair that is 
checked. 

2. If Button ID is checked, a small popup dialog box 
requests your selection of the type of the button (User, 
Location, or Event).  
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3. Select the appropriate button type and click Install. 
This starts the wizard for the new button type.  

4. Follow the wizard until the button is fully defined. If you 
finish the wizard successfully, the checkbox to the right 
of the button ID disappears.  

5. Click Next. 
6. If reader ID is the first checked entity, the wizard for a 

new reader is started. Follow the instructions of the 
wizard. 

7. If station ID is the first checked entity, the wizard for a 
new station is started. Follow the instructions of the 
wizard. 

8. If Time is the first checked entity, the Repair 
Unaccepted Time dialog box is presented. If you 
selected to repair all items in the same upload session, 
this dialog box contains two time entities, for the start 
and the end of the upload session. The start time 
contains the unaccepted value. The end time 
contains the actual upload time, which is the latest 
time possible for the upload session. If you selected to 
repair only this data item, a single time entity is 
available for editing. Repair the time entities by setting 
reasonable start / end times. 

 

 
Figure 114: Repair Unaccepted Time 

Time may become unacceptable either due to one of 
the following reasons: 
a. A hardware malfunction occurred. 
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b. The data was uploaded a (very) long time after it 
was actually acquired and thus was too old when 
entered into the DCC system. 

c. The data was left as unaccepted data in the DCC 
system for too long and became too old. 

Repairing the time for a full upload session changes the 
times for all items in the upload session by using the 
defined start and end times for the first and last items in 
the upload session and then distributing the time evenly 
for all items in between. 

9. When there are no more checked entities, Next is 
disabled and Finish is enabled. You can either click 
Finish to finish this repair process or click Cancel to 
cancel this action completely (but items that you 
defined, buttons, reader, or station, remain defined). 

Validate Action 

After some repair actions, you may see in the Unaccepted 
Data Editor window items with entities which were already 
defined but as they were used in different upload sessions, their 
reason column entries were not cleared by the Repair action.  

1. Click Validate to scan all the unaccepted data items 
and validate all already defined entities. 

Delete Action 

You may decide to delete part of the unaccepted data items. 
To do this:  

1. Select data items which you want to delete (you may 
use the Shift or Control keys to make selections of 
multiple items from the list). 

2. Click Delete. All such items are removed from the list. 

Save Action 

As explained above, all editing actions of unaccepted data 
items change the contents in the list presented in the 
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Unaccepted Data Editor window but are not saved in the DCC 
system database until you click Save. This action: 

• moves all fully repaired items (the Reason column is 
empty) to the DCC raw data tables 

• updates the items that were partially repaired (only part 
of the reasons were removed from the Reason column).  

Deleted items are moved to the table in the database that 
holds all deleted items. 

18.4 Special Considerations During Uploads 
During the parsing of the raw data, the DCC system makes 
some special considerations as follows: 

• When a series of button items are defined as numbers in 
a digital wallet, they are all replaced by a single entry of 
this number. If this number is defined in the DCC list of 
digital events, it is considered as a digital event. 
Otherwise, it is considered just as a digital number. 

• When a user button is found in an upload data stream, 
all location buttons following this user button are marked 
as reported by this user. If a DCC system administrator 
wants to assign reported locations to users, he should set 
a policy by which each user should touch his user button 
by his reader prior to touching any other button by that 
reader in the same data stream. 

Similar to the relation of Location User, the DCC software 
assigns each event type button (Event, Digital Event, or Digital 
Number) to the location, which immediately precedes it in the 
data stream. This way, if a user touches a location button prior 
to touching an event button(s), the relation Event Location is 
determined correctly. 
These special relations enable the DCC software to generate 
reports that are based on them. It should be clear that such 
reports are useful only if the policy regarding the correct order 
of data acquisition (namely, User button prior to all the 
locations visited by him, location button prior to all events 
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reported at this location) is set by the system administrator and 
executed by the users. 

18.5 Upload Raw Data by a DCC Network Client 
DCC network client is a PC application designed to upload 
DigiTool raw data and transfer it to DCC. To start the 
application: 

1. Click its icon on the desktop or navigate to the 
following file path from the Windows OS start button: 
Start Programs Rosslare DigiTool Call Center 
Network Client DigiTool Call Center Network Client. 

 
Figure 115: Network Client 

When the application starts: 
1. It checks for a connected GC-02 base.  
2. If the base is not found, it displays an error message 

and exits.  
3. Then it looks for a specific configuration file.  
4. If not found, the application displays a message and 

waits.  
5. At this point, the PC user should locate such a 

configuration file, store it in the location specified in 
the message, and click Retry. 

A DCC Network Client configuration file has the name 
DCCNC_n.DTCFG where n is the network client ID as 
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designated by DCC during the network client configuration 
process.  

1. Manually copy the initial configuration file from the PC 
on which DCC runs, to the PC on which the network 
client runs.  

2. On the DCC PC, verify that the configuration file is 
saved in a sub-folder of the DCC Data Folder with the 
name of DCCNC_n.  

3. On the PC where the network client runs, verify that 
the file resides in the data folder: 
Documents and Settings\All Users\Application 
Data\Rosslare\DigiTool Call Center Network Client. 

After the initial configuration file is saved, modifications done 
by DCC to the Network Client properties are automatically 
transferred to the Network Client. 
To upload data:  

1. Insert a reader into the base unit. 
2. Click Upload. When all reader data is uploaded and 

saved, the reader is automatically erased by the 
application and its date and time stamps are 
updated. The application packages the raw data in a 
compressed (zipped) file and attempts to send the file 
to DCC via the configured transport. If the transfer fails, 
the application displays a notification but will retry the 
transfer later until it succeeds. After successful transfer, 
the application moves the compressed data file to the 
backup sub-folder of the Data Folder. 

DCC looks for incoming data files from its Network Clients as 
part of its processing of scheduled tasks. When a data file is 
received, DCC parses the data, stores it in its database and 
updates the list of uploads in its Tree View. Then the 
compressed data file is moved to the Backup Folder. 
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19. Schedule Activities 
The DCC system offers an advanced tasks scheduler. This 
scheduler offers the system administrator an easy way to 
define tasks to be performed by the system at predefined 
times in a completely unattended manner. 
The tasks scheduling facility may be enabled or completely 
disabled (no tasks will be performed) in the following way: 

1. Select Tools Options from the menu. 
2. In the Options dialog box, click Miscellaneous. 
3. In the Scheduler Options check or uncheck the Enable 

Tasks Scheduler check box. 

19.1 Configure a New Task 
To add a new task:  

1. Click the Wizards menu. 
2. Select New Task Wizard. 
3. Click Next to accept the wizard. 
4. Select the task type by clicking on the appropriate 

radio button. 
5. If the selected task type is Generate Report, select the 

specific report you want to generate from the list of 
reports. 

6. If the selected task type is Callout, select the station 
through which this data retrieval should be performed. 

7.  Check the Use Callback check box if this task should 
use the callback feature. The check box appears only 
if the feature was enabled for this station. 

8. Select the frequency for activation of this task. 
9. Click Next to see the final task configuration. 
10. If you accept the definition, click Finish to save the task 

and finish the wizard. 
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Figure 116: New Task Schedule 

19.2 Types of Tasks 
The DCC software supports the following types of tasks: 
Backup, Callout, and Report Generation. Each task may be 
enabled (so that it is executed at its predefined times) or 
disabled. The following table lists the icons associated with the 
tasks in the Tasks Scheduler: 

Task Type Enabled 
Icon 

Disabled 
Icon 

Backup   
Callout 

  
Dial-In 

 - 

Report Generation 
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Backup 

This is a single system task that already exists after the 
installation of the DCC software. This task can’t be deleted but 
its frequency (by default weekly, every Sunday) can be 
modified to suit the specific system requirements. It may be 
completely disabled. 
 

 

Note: 
In order to keep a high level of DCC system integrity, it 
is highly recommended to keep the backup task 
enabled and make it even more frequent if it is 
possible from system disk resources point of view. 

 
This task performs a backup of the DCC database and its 
archive database to the predefined backup directory. This 
backup is essential in cases where the DCC database is 
damaged for some unexpected reason and system 
configuration is inaccessible. See the Data Maintenance 
section on page 183 for more details. 

Callout 

This task performs data retrieval initiated by the DCC system via 
the selected station. If the station is defined with a Callback 
support, and if Use Callback is checked in the task definition, 
the DCC system connects to the station, sends a Callback 
request, disconnects immediately, and waits for the Callback 
from the station. When the station establishes a link with the 
DCC system, data retrieval is performed until all data stored in 
the station is uploaded. 

Dial-In 

This task performs data retrieval initiated by a station 
according to its predefined schedule. These tasks are just 
presented in the Tasks Scheduler but can be defined or 
modified only via station definition procedures. When the 
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station establishes a link with the DCC system, data retrieval is 
performed until all data stored in the station is uploaded. 

Report Generation 

This task generates a report and sends it to the destinations 
predefined in the report. 

19.3 The Tasks Scheduler 
The Tasks Scheduler is invoked either by clicking on the 
Scheduler icon in the toolbar or by selecting the 
Actions Tasks Scheduler menu. The scheduler is displayed as 
a monthly schedule for the current month. You can browse 
forward or backward to see schedules for other months. 

 
Figure 117: Tasks Scheduler 

Each day in the month contains the list of tasks scheduled for 
that day. Note that if you created a task that is executed on a 
daily basis, it appears in all days of the month. 
You can manage tasks from the menu by clicking the Manage 
Task menu and selecting the required operation from the drop 
down menu. This way you can add a new task, or, after 
selecting an existing task in the Tasks Scheduler, edit, enable or 
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disable the task. When you click New Task, the New Task 
Wizard is activated, as described above. 

 

Note: 
Dial-In tasks are managed only by the New/Edit station 
dialogs and are just presented in the Tasks Scheduler 
for completeness. 

 

19.4 Edit tasks 
If you want to change task properties: 

1. Double-click the task in the Tasks Scheduler. This 
presents the task editing dialog box. 

2. You can change the task frequency and other task 
details except for the task type.  

3. You can even disable the task if it is currently enabled 
or enable it if it is currently disabled (this results later in 
modification of the task icon in the Tasks Scheduler 
window).  

4. You can even delete the task (if it is not the Backup 
task). 

 
Figure 118: Edit Task Property Window 
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19.5 Tasks Execution 
The DCC system checks every minute if the time for execution 
of some task has arrived. If such a task is found, it is executed in 
the background while the system operator may be busy with 
other activities. 
Although a number of tasks may be scheduled at the same 
time, priority execution causes all but one to be somewhat 
deferred. 
When the application is invoked by a user with an 
administrator- or operator- level access, a special check is 
made if there are tasks defined for today that were missed and 
not executed due to some reason. If such tasks are found, a 
Missed Tasks dialog box is presented. 
 

 
Figure 119: Missed Tasks 

• You can check all tasks for immediate execution or 
uncheck them all to postpone their execution.  

• You can also check parts of the tasks, which you believe 
are needed to be executed immediately.  

• When you close this dialog box, all checked tasks are 
executed. 
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If an operator unchecked some tasks, he may resume this 
dialog box during system operation by selecting 
Actions Missed Tasks from the menu. He can then select 
some more tasks for immediate execution. 
Tasks are executed in the background of the application. 
When a task executes, the DCC operator may feel delays in 
system response to his actions. If the task is a Callout task, the 
operator is not able to use the remote communication link 
during task execution time. Tasks are executed even when the 
system is left unattended.  
In order to check the status of the tasks which were executed 
unattended, you can select View View Tasks Log from the 
menu and the log of recent tasks is presented to you. 
After viewing the tasks log, you can either clear the log 
completely or close this window. 

 
Figure 120: Task Status Viewer 
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20. Data Maintenance 
20.1 Set the Data Folder 
The DCC application keeps its data (database files and log 
files) separate from the application data, according to the 
standard rules of the Microsoft Windows system. During 
installation of the software, the data folder is automatically 
selected as follows 
For Windows 2000 and Windows XP: 
Documents and Settings\All Users\Application 
Data\Rosslare\DigiTool Call Center 
 
For Windows 98 and Windows ME: 
Windows\All Users\Application Data\Rosslare\DigiTool 
Call Center 

 
Figure 121: Data Maintenance Options 

The system administrator may change the data folder at any 
time. To do this, follow the following steps: 

1. Select the Tools Options menu. 
2. In the Options dialog box click Data Maintenance. 
3. Select the Change Data Folder radio button.  
4. Enter your new data folder location or click Browse 

and select the requested folder. 
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5. If the new data folder already contains DCC database 
files and you want to override them by the files in the 
current data folder, check the appropriate option. 

6. While defining scheduled reports, you have the option 
to generate the report as a plain text file. When 
choosing the Save To Text File option in the report 
wizard/properties, you may change the location of the 
report file folder.  

7. When you click OK to accept your options, database 
files are moved from the current data folder to the 
newly selected folder (unless they already exist in the 
target folder and you did not check the Override 
option). 

 

Note: 
It is highly recommended to make a backup of your 
DCC database before doing this operation. 

 
8. If you select the Start Using a Demo Database radio 

button and click OK, DCC starts a database 
replacement procedure and you end up working with 
a predefined database that contains a sample 
configuration and uploaded data. 
This mode makes it easy to view and understand the 
features of the DCC application. You can exercise the 
full functionality of the software, but your configuration 
is limited and your configuration changes are not 
saved. 

9. You can always return to working with your own 
database by selecting Stop Using a Demo Database in 
the Data Maintenance dialog. 

20.2 Automatic Archive 
The DCC software relies on the integrity of its database for 
successful operation. In order to limit the amount of data in this 
database, “old” raw data is removed from the system and 
moved to an archive database on a monthly basis. This 
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functionality is automatic and is not controlled by the DCC 
administrator, except for the data time period.  
As a DCC administrator, you can define the number of months 
for which raw data is retained in the main database.  
To modify this value:  

1. Select the Tools Options menu. 
2. Click Data Maintenance and then Archive Data.  
3. You can change the value of the Retain Raw Data xx 

Months before Archiving option to a desired number 
within the range of 1 to 24 months. 
 
If you make this value smaller, raw data from the 
months, which should not be retained, is immediately 
moved to the archive.  
 
If you make this value bigger, raw data is moved from 
the archive back to the main database. This may be 
needed if you need to generate a report for a longer 
period than the regular period of data retention in the 
main database. 

4. You can adjust the number of months that the 
archived data is kept in the archive database before it 
is completely deleted from the system. To do this, 
change the value in the Retain Raw Data xx Months in 
the Archive option. 

20.3 Backup/Restore 
As specified above, integrity of the database data is a major 
factor for successful operation of the DCC system. This calls for 
a regular database backup. By default, after installation, the 
backup task is set on a weekly basis. The task frequency may 
be modified to suit the system specific needs based on the 
availability of free disk space for the backup files. 
A backup operation backs up the main DCC database and its 
archive database. As this may be a long operation, you should 
schedule it to some idle time frame. This may be performed via 
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the Tasks Scheduler but is also available from the Options 
dialog box by clicking on Data Maintenance and then on 
Backup Data. 

 
Figure 122: Backup Data Options 

 
1. In this dialog box, you can change the backup 

directory where all backup files will be saved from now 
on. You can browse and select any logical device and 
any directory defined in your system, even in the Local 
Area Network. 

2. You can see the current definition of the Backup 
scheduled task. By clicking Edit Backup Schedule, the 
Edit Task dialog box pops up and allows you to modify 
the task schedule. 

3. In the event of database error (typically due to some 
hardware malfunction of the DCC computer), the 
application may find that the current database is 
inaccessible. In this case, the application asks you to 
select a backup file and when selected, it restores the 
file to the application database. 
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Appendix A. Download GC-50 
Firmware 

Download GC-50 Firmware 
If the firmware in the GC-50 station needs to be upgraded, 
Rosslare will supply its customers with a Hex file, which contains 
the upgrade data. To upgrade your GC-50 stations firmware 
with the updated Hex file, take the following steps: 

1. Copy the Hex file to the folder in which the DCC 
application resides (typically in C:\Program 
Files\Rosslare\DigiTool Call Center). 

In DCC, for each defined GC-50 station that needs to be 
upgraded, do the following: 

1. Select the station node in the Tree View. 
2. Right-click and select Edit. 
3. In the Edit station dialog, select the station connection 

mode (Local or Remote). 
4. Select Upgrade station Firmware from the Toolbar or 

the File menu. DCC connects to the station and 
downloads the firmware from the Hex file into the 
station.  

5. When the download is complete, DCC waits for about 
one minute and then reconnects to the station to 
verify that it is correctly upgraded. 

 

 

Note: 
• The firmware download process is executed only if 

the station does not contain any raw data. 
• A station firmware consists of two different entities: 

Application firmware and Loader firmware. Upgrades 
for these entities will be supplied by Rosslare in 
separate files. 
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Appendix B. Technical Support 
For technical related problems regarding the operation of the 
GS-02 DigiTool® Call Center or problems with individual 
components, please contact Rosslare’s Technical Assistance: 
Asia Pacific, Middle East, Africa 

Rosslare Security Products Headquarters 
905-912 Wing Fat Industrial Bldg,  
12 Wang Tai Road,  
Kowloon Bay Hong Kong  
Tel: +852 2795-5630  
Fax: +852 2795-1508  
E-mail: support.apac@rosslaresecurity.com 
 

United States and Canada  
1600 Hart Court, Suite 103 
Southlake, TX, USA 76092 
Toll Free:+1-866-632-1101 
Local:+1-817-305-0006 
Fax: +1-817-305-0069 
E-mail: support.na@rosslaresecurity.com 
 

Europe 
Global Technical Support & Training Center  
HaMelecha 22 
Rosh HaAyin, Israel 48091  
Tel: +972 3 938-6838  
Fax: +972 3 938-6830  
E-mail: support.eu@rosslaresecurity.com 
 

South America 
Pringles 868, 1640 Martinez 
Buenos Aires 
Argentina 
Tel: +54 11 4798-0095 
Fax: +54 11 4798-2228 
E-mail: support.la@rosslaresecurity.com 
 

Web Site: www.rosslaresecurity.com 
 
 

mailto:support.la@rosslaresecurity.com
www.rosslaresecurity.com
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Appendix C. Glossary 
 
A 
Account: The combination of a 
user name and password, which 
uniquely defines a PC user of the 
DCC software and his level of 
access to the system 
Activity: A collection of location 
visits in a tour, with specific 
properties (randomization and 
repetitions). 
Activity Randomization: The 
process of setting a random 
order of activity execution in a 
tour plan. 
Activity Repetitions: The method 
to specify the execution of an 
activity multiple times in a single 
tour. 
Administrator: A PC user of the 
DCC software defined by his user 
name and password to have 
unlimited access to all DCC 
features. 
Advanced Tour: A tour consisting 
of a collection of tour activities, 
which provides support for 
randomization and repetition of 
both activities and visits. 
B 
Base: The GC-02 base Unit used 
for uploading data from GC-01 
readers or as a GC-01 charger. 
Button: See iButton. 
C 
Client Access Code: Each client 
in the DCC application has an 

assigned access code (by 
default, 136). This code is a 
number from 0 to 255 and is 
determined by Rosslare when the 
system is configured prior to 
system delivery. All DigiTool 
hardware devices designed for 
this client must have an access 
code (set during manufacturing) 
based on the client access code 
in order to communicate with 
the DCC system.  
Copyright: This term is used to 
signify that Rosslare’s software is 
protected by copyright Laws, as 
well as each other software 
mentioned in the manual is the 
property of its respective owner. 
Custom Report: A report which list 
selected raw data items based 
on their types and filters.  
D 
Database: Database is the 
repository for storing DCC 
configuration and its 
accumulated raw data in a 
known formatted structure that it 
may be accessed and queried 
to generate useful reports. 
DCC: DigiTool Call Center system. 
DCC Network Client: A PC 
application that uploads raw 
data from readers via a locally 
connected base and transfers 
the data to DCC over the 
Internet. 
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Digital Event: An event that is 
identified by a pre-determined 
number. 
Digital Wallet: A physical wallet 
that contains 12 buttons, 1o 
assigned to the decimal digits 
and 2 are designated as Start 
and Stop indicators. A Digital 
Wallet is used to enter a Digital 
Event into the DCC raw data 
stream or even just a Digital 
Number.  
Docking Base: See Base 
definition. The GC-02 is referred 
to as a Docking Base because 
GC-01 readers are placed inside 
the GC-02 for charging and 
uploading data to the DCC 
system. 
Download: This refers to the 
process of sending configuration 
information from the DCC 
software to GC-01 readers and 
GC-50 stations. Download is 
performed when erasing, 
changing the time and date, or 
programming the functional 
settings of the reader or the 
station. 
E 
Event: This word is an open term 
made for programmable EVENT 
ID Tags, which are read by GC-
01 readers and represent actual 
real world events. 
F 
Field: This is a location inside a 
window on the PC screen (e.g., 
text box, radio button) for 

entering your desired input 
values via keyboard or mouse. 
G 
Group: A logical collection of 
Locations. 
H 
Hardware: Refers to physical 
devices. 
I 
iButton: This is the metal button 
that stores a digital combination 
that is unique and set during 
manufacturing. An iButton may 
be affixed in GA-01 Location Tag 
housing, an Event Wallet GA-02, 
an AT-32B User tag or a Digital 
Wallet GA-12. 
ID Tag: See iButton. 
J 
K 
Keep Order of Visits: A property 
of a tour that specifies that the 
order of visits during tour 
execution should exactly follow 
the order within the tour plan. 
L 
List View: The list of items that are 
children of the selected node in 
the DCC Tree View. If the node 
has no children, the List View 
presents the selected node itself. 
Location: This is a place in the 
real world represented by a 
Location ID Tag with a unique ID. 
Login User: When logging into the 
DCC software, you define your 
user name and password for 
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setting your access rights in the 
application. 
M 
N 
O 
Operator: The person(s) that use 
the DCC PC software package 
for uploading raw data and 
generation of reports. 
Overnight Tour: A tour with a time 
frame that starts on one day and 
ends on the following day, 
spanning midnight. 
 
P 
Password: A password is a 
personal secret code word, 
which is used to set restricted 
access to software applications. 
Every PC user of the DCC system 
must have a password in order to 
successfully login to the 
application. 
Patrol: This is a word used for the 
act of performing a round of 
tours. 
PC Code: 4 hex digits code, 
which must be matched 
between DCC and the DigiTool 
devices in order for them to 
communicate. 
PC User: See Account. 
Print Preview: This is the DCC 
software option to view reports 
on the screen of the PC before 
printing them onto paper. 
Properties Sheet: The sub-window 
at the right bottom part of the 
DCC main application window, 

which presents the properties of 
the node selected in the List 
View sub-window. 
Q 
R 
Randomization: The process of 
ordering time frames of tour visits 
in a random manner during the 
generation of a tour plan. 
reader: The short name for the 
GC-01 ID Tag reader. 
Repetition: (See Activity 
Repetition) 
Report: Formatted layout of DCC 
data items (raw or configuration 
data) in a printable, legible and 
logical manner to the 
application user. 
Reports may be viewed on 
the screen, printed on a 
printer, saved to disk files, or 
sent via e-mail. 
S 
Schedule: This is a term used for a 
pre-determined set of events 
that are planned by the PC 
software administrator. 
Screenshot: This term is used in 
this manual to represent a 
picture of an open window on 
the PC screen, during any 
operation of the DCC software. 
Settings: This refers to User 
programmable parameters for 
the system. The Settings are 
saved in the Windows registry. 
Serial Port: This term is used for 
the DB9 RS-232 COM port found 
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on PC computers, GC-02 Base 
Units and GC-50 stations. 
Simple Tour: A Simple tour 
consists of locations to be visited 
during the tour, either 
randomized by the System 
Administrator or time/tolerance 
set by the application. 
Site: A physical or logical entity 
with groups of locations included 
inside it. A Site can be a single 
building with many locations, or 
a business complex with many 
buildings inside. 
Software: The code used to 
operate and control digital 
computers or PC based 
applications. 
Station: A GC-50 remote 
communicator device used to 
collect data from a number of 
GC-01 readers and then to 
upload the collected data to the 
DCC application. 
System: This term is used to 
represent all the elements of 
Hardware and Software that 
comprise the DigiTool Call Center 
product. 
T 
Toolbar: The bar in the main DCC 
application window, which 
contains icons for activation of 
commonly, used actions. 
Tour: A collection of Locations 
that must be visited in pre-
defined time frames within a 24 
hours period.  
Tour Activity: A collection of 
Locations in a tour, which has the 

same properties with regard to 
visit order randomization and 
number of repetitions of 
visitations. 
Tour Detail: A Location in a tour. 
Tour Plan: The list of locations in a 
tour, ordered by expected time 
frames. A tour plan has to be 
generated for each invocation 
of the tour if order of visits to the 
locations is randomized by the 
DCC software. 
Tree View: The left pane of the 
DCC main application window, 
which contains all the configured 
entities in the system in a tree 
structure. 
U 
Upload: This is the process where 
raw data from a GC-01 reader or 
a GC-50 station is acquired by 
the DCC software. 
Upload Session: This is the process 
where raw data collected in a 
single GC-01 reader is acquired 
by the DCC software, either via a 
local base unit or from a remote 
GC-50 station.  
User: This term is used in the DCC 
software for 2 entities 
(depending on context). 
I. The DCC PC User that has the 
minimal access rights to the DCC 
system and can just traverse the 
configuration tree and generate 
reports. 
II. A User configured in the DCC 
system, identified by a User tag 
and represents a person that 
performs touring activities. 
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V 
W 
Wizard: A utility in a program that 
outlines a series of sequential 
tasks to set up a portion of the 
program. For example, the DCC 

software uses wizards for 
configuration of new items. 
X 
Y 
Z
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Appendix D. Troubleshooting 
 
Problems in the DCC application may occur typically due to 
some hardware malfunction, either of the PC itself or any of 
the hardware devices, which are used in the system. Problems 
could also be the result of some software error due to problem 
with system resources or some programming error. 
In case of hardware issues, check the hardware devices 
connections, and both power and communication cables. This 
should be performed when the system is powered off, to avoid 
more damage. 
A typical problem may occur if a reader is not properly 
docked into the base unit. If the DCC system displays an error 
message regarding connection to the reader, take the reader 
out from the base and place it back again. Wait if the color of 
the LED on the base is Yellow or a flashing red. Start the next 
upload only when the LED color turns to solid red or green. 
In case of any DCC software error, the application displays the 
following message: 

 
Figure 123: Error Message 

 
When you click OK, the DCC application is terminated. 
In such cases, in order to help Rosslare to inspect and resolve 
these issues, please immediately run the DigiTool Call Center 
Files Saver Utility. The utility compresses all the *.log files and all 
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the *.MDB files, which reside in the application data folder, into 
a single file DCC_Files.zip on your Desktop. It is activated by: 
Start All Programs  Rosslare DigiTool Cal Center DigiTool 
Call Center Files Saver Utility. 
Then send this compressed file by e-mail to your DCC support 
organization with a written description of the actions that were 
taken just before the application failure. By doing so, you help 
Rosslare to help you to avoid such problems in the future. 

Setup and Troubleshoot of DCC Remote 
Communication 
DCC supports remote communications with GC-50 stations via 
standard PSTN phone lines. This may cause various issues and 
problems during setup of the PC on which DCC runs and of the 
remote GC-50 stations. This document describes the 
considerations that should be taken during this setup in order 
to avoid these problems. 

DCC Remote Communication Setup 

In order to communicate with remote stations, the PC on 
which DCC runs must have a modem (internal or external) 
installed. If you use the supported MD-N33 external modem 
from Rosslare, you do not need to install any modem driver. For 
other modems, you have to install the appropriate modem 
drivers. The DCC will automatically recognize such modems 
and define them based on information found in the Windows 
system registry. However, communication problems with such 
modems will not be supported by Rosslare's Technical Support. 

Modem Recognition 

After DCC is run, the buttons in the status bar indicate which 
DigiTool communication connection is available (Local / 
Remote). If the Remote communication button is empty, DCC 
did not recognize the modem. If this is the case, do the 
following: 
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• Use Microsoft Windows Device Manager to check the 
modem definition. To activate the Device Manager do: 
Right click on My Computer and select Properties. Click 
Hardware and then click Device Manager. Expand the 
Modems entry. 

• If the modem is not defined or is not considered by the 
Windows system as operational (red error mark or yellow 
question mark over the device icon in the Device 
Manager), try to reinstall the modem. If this fails, replace 
the modem. 

• If the device is operational, use its properties sheet to 
verify that its COM port number is between 1 and 16, 
and that it can be queried successfully. 

If all these tests passed successfully, but still DCC does not 
recognize the modem, report the problem to Rosslare (see the 
If All Fails, Report the Problem section at the end of this 
document). 

Modem Initialization 

Testing done by the DCC development team proved that 
DCC can function correctly with most standard analog 
modems. However, if the modem is recognized by DCC but it 
fails during connection attempts, there is still a chance to 
make it function correctly by modifications to the modem 
initialization strings. You, the DCC customer, should make such 
modifications only if you are familiar with the modem’s AT 
commands, have the documentation of the specific modem 
with you and know what is needed to simulate the behavior of 
standard modems. 
You can modify these initialization strings in the 
Tools Options Communications Remote dialog of DCC. Be 
aware that if you make wrong modifications here you can 
completely damage the ability of the modem to be used by 
DCC. Therefore, before you modify them, it will be wise to copy 
the default strings and save them in some file from which they 
can be restored later. If these modifications do not help, report 
the problem. 
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DCC Connection to a Phone Line 

DCC basic requirement for support of remote communications 
is to have the PC where it runs connected to a phone line with 
the following characteristics: 

1. The line is a standard analog PSTN line (DCC cannot 
be connected to a smart line of a PABX). 

2. DCC can dial out without any manual (human) 
telephone operator intervention. 

3. The line is dedicated to DCC so that no incoming 
voice calls are expected. 

4. DCC can be connected to incoming calls directly 
without manual telephone operator intervention. 

5. The phone number, which has to be dialed in order to 
reach DCC via incoming calls, contains at most 16 
characters. 

The first and second requirements are mandatory and you can 
verify that they are fulfilled by connecting a standard analog 
telephone to the line and attempting to dial out. 
The other requirements can be compromised if the specific 
DCC system does not need to support incoming calls. If this is 
the case, you need to disable incoming calls completely in the 
DCC Tools Options Communications Remote dialog by un-
checking the Answer Incoming Calls checkbox. 
If you need to connect a standard telephone to the DCC line, 
always connect it to the PHONE socket in the modem while the 
modem is connected to the line via the LINE socket. 

Modem Configuration and Setting of Timeouts 

Modem configuration is done in the 
Tools Options Communications Remote dialog. It is 
important to correctly set the dialing type (Tone/Pulse) and if 
the modem should wait for dial tone before dialing (typically 
yes). 
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It is recommended to have the modem speaker enabled 
because it is helpful to hear the modem speaker noise when 
connection hand shaking is in progress. You should disable the 
modem speaker only if there is a special requirement for 
silence in the PC environment. 
If you try to connect to a remote station by dialing and the 
connection is not established due to timeout, you can increase 
the time until connection timeout from 60 seconds (the 
default) up to 99 seconds. 
If you encounter timeouts during data transfer to/from a 
remote station, you can increase the Data Transfer Timeout to 
be bigger than the default of 10 seconds. 
You should always keep in mind that the higher a timeout 
value is, so will be your delay in cases of true timeouts, which 
may happen due to temporary communication failures. 
Always try to use the lowest value, which gives you clean 
communication path during normal operations. The final value 
will be found using trial and error. 

GC-50 Station Setup 
A GC-50 station is typically placed in a location far away, from 
where the DCC PC is resident. Therefore, its setup needs 
careful preparations in order to avoid the need to transfer the 
station several times between the two distant locations. 

Preparation 

GC-50 stations can connect only to phone lines with the 
following characteristics: 

1. The line is a standard analog PSTN line (A station can 
not connect to a smart line of a PABX). 

2. The station can dial out without any manual telephone 
operator intervention. 

3. The station can be connected via incoming calls 
directly without manual telephone operator 
intervention. 
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4. The phone number, which has to be dialed in order to 
reach the station via incoming calls, contains at most 
16 characters. 

The first requirement is mandatory and you should verify it 
(before taking the station to its remote location) by asking 
someone to connect a standard analog telephone to the 
station phone line and attempt to dial out to the number 
designated for DCC. If the connection attempt fails, there is no 
point in trying to connect the station to the PSTN via this line 
and you need to look for another line. 
The other requirements depend on the planned working mode 
of the station. If the station should not dial out to DCC, the 
second requirement is not needed. If the station is connected 
only via dialing from the station to DCC, requirements 3 and 4 
are not needed. 

New Station Definition 

You can define a new station in DCC (the process is also 
known as “Learning” the station) either via local or remote 
communications. Learning the station locally is faster and 
much more convenient but it does not test the connection 
through the remote line. 
Important: In any case, do not attempt a remote connection 
unless you have verified that you can dial-out and connect 
from DCC to the station phone number. 
This is best done by connecting standard phone units to the 
phone lines at both ends and performing one or two voice 
calls, which verify that the connection is feasible from the 
applicable side of the line and that the numbers to dial are 
correct. 
If the connection is possible, it is OK to define the station locally 
and then take it to its remote location and attempt a real 
connection. Just be careful when you set the various station 
options. Do not disable anything if you are not sure whether 
this can block the connection. 
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Station Properties 

Following is the list of properties that need to be defined for 
any new station: 
Property Action 
Upload Button Enabled Uncheck this option only if you do not intend 

to let users start a dial-in from the station to 
DCC by clicking on the REMOTE PC button. 

Download Button 
Enabled 

Leave it always checked. 

Dial Tone Detect Usually leave it checked. Uncheck this 
option only if there is a special connection 
of the station to the PSTN which do not 
require a dial tone (this is very rare). 

Dial by Tone Leave it checked for tone-based dialing, 
uncheck for pulse-based dialing. 

Answering Machine 
Defeat 

Check this option only if you need this 
special feature (explained below in the 
Answering Machine Defeat section). 

Dial-In Enabled Uncheck this option only if you want to 
completely disallow any dialing (by pressing 
the REMOTE PC button or by setting a 
schedule) from the station to DCC. 

Modem Speaker 
Enabled 

Uncheck only if you need absolute silence in 
the station environment. It is usually helpful 
to hear when a connection hand shaking is 
done. 

Dial-In Phone Number This is the number that the station will dial in 
order to connect to DCC. If the station 
needs to dial some number in order to get 
an “outside” line, insert commas after this 
number to cause delay during the actual 
dial (each comma results in a 2 seconds 
delay, which is usually enough). 

Number of Dial-In 
Retries 

Number of dialing retries if the first dial fails to 
generate a connection. If you expect 
failures of dialing attempts due to a busy 
phone line, make this number bigger. 
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Property Action 
Number of Rings 
Before Reply 

The number of rings that are sensed by the 
station before it answers to the caller. This 
number should be 1 or 2 if there is no 
juxtaposed phone connected to the station. 
When there is going to be such a phone 
connected to the station, see the discussion 
in the Answering Machine Defeat section. 

Data Transfer Timeout In rare cases, due to some special PSTN 
environment, station connections will be 
frequently closed due to timeouts. This 
means that the general data transfer 
timeout used by DCC is too short for this 
station connection. In such cases, make this 
number bigger. Increment it in such a way 
that you finally use the smallest number, 
which yields stable connections without 
timeouts. 

Time Difference from 
DCC 

If the remote location of a station is in a 
different time zone from DCC, change this 
number to show the difference. For 
example, If DCC PC is at time zone GMT+1 
and the station is located in GMT+2, the 
value of this parameter should be 60 
(minutes). If DCC time zone is GMT+2 and 
the station time zone is GMT+1, use -60. Note 
that a station and all the readers, which will 
be downloaded into it, must have the same 
value of this parameter. 

Country This is the country where the station is 
located. Only a partial list of countries exists 
according to those supported by the 
modem in the station. If your country does 
not appear in the list, you should use the 
default “United States” which works in most 
cases. If this fails, you need to investigate the 
local Telephone authorities which country 
can be used from the list. 
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If you verified that a station remote connection is feasible and 
you set the station options correctly but still you fail to connect 
to the remote station, report the problem. 

The Answering Machine Defeat (AMD) Option 

The station has a PHONE socket at the rear, which may be 
connected to a regular telephone or to an answering 
machine. If such a device is not connected to the station, you 
can skip the rest of this section. 
If a device is connected to the station, the following problems 
are possible: 
Problem Status 
A person picks up the phone while 
the station is communicating with 
DCC 

Resolved. A person can not 
interrupt the station while it is 
connected 

A scheduled dial from the station is 
attempted while a person is talking 
over the phone. 

Will be resolved in a future 
version of the station. The 
station will not interrupt a 
voice call. 

A person pushes the REMOTE PC 
button on the station while another 
person is talking over the phone. 

Will be resolved in a future 
version of the station. The 
station will not interrupt a 
voice call. 

An incoming call is answered by the 
wrong device (an answering 
machine answers an incoming call or 
a person picks up the phone while 
the call is from DCC to the station or 
the station answers an incoming 
voice call) 

See discussion below 

 
The problem of answering correctly incoming calls exists only if 
the station is supposed to accept such calls. If all connections 
to DCC are attempted only via dialing from the station, there is 
no such problem at all. This issue is difficult, no solution is 
perfect, and any solution involves some administrative 
instructions. 
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If DCC has set tasks to call the station at predefined times, the 
relatively simple solution could be as follows: Set the Number of 
Rings Before Reply option to a relatively large number (>=5). 
Explain to the person(s) who answer the phone calls that at the 
predefined task times they should not answer the phone and 
at all other times they should answer before this number of 
rings is heard. 
This solution is problematic simply due to the fact that even 
with predefined connection times, DCC may be busy with 
other duties and the connections will be postponed, 
something that will probably cause confusions and 
misunderstandings. 
The Answering Machine Defeat (AMD) option was designed to 
improve the situation. With this option set, DCC communicates 
with the station as follows: 

1. DCC dials to the station. 
2. After one or two rings are heard at the station, DCC 

disconnects the call. 
3. DCC immediately redials to the station. 

The station, when the AMD option is set, does the following: 
1. Counts the incoming rings. If the incoming call is 

disconnected after one or two rings, the station enters 
into AMD mode for a predefined window of time. 

2. If an incoming ring is detected during the AMD time 
window, the station answers the call immediately. 

3. If the AMD time window has elapsed and no ring was 
detected, the station returns to normal mode and 
answers after the defined Number of Rings Before 
Reply is detected. 

Note that when this option is set, the person(s) who answer the 
phone calls should be instructed to never answer the phone 
before at least 3 rings are detected. If an answering machine is 
connected, it should be programmed to answer after at least 
3 rings. The station itself should be defined to answer after more 
rings, typically 7 to 9. 
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Setting the AMD parameters is not easy. The problem is how to 
correctly define the time after which DCC will hang-up the first 
call. This time (defined in milliseconds) should be set so that 
one ring (for sure), at most two, will be detected by the station. 
However, rings timings cannot be synchronized between DCC 
and the station and this time value should be defined via trial 
and error. 
Following is a suggested procedure to find good 
approximation of the value of the Hangup Delay. This 
procedure utilizes two persons with mobile phones, one at the 
DCC PC (he/she should also have a stopwatch) and the other 
near the station. The steps to follow are: 

1. The two persons get connected by their mobiles. 
2. The person who operates DCC starts an upload from 

the remote station and immediately starts the 
stopwatch. 

3. The person near the station tells the other when the left 
LED on the station turns to green (first ring was 
detected). 

4. The person at DCC stops the stopwatch. The 
accumulated value of seconds should be multiplied 
by 1000 (to get it in milliseconds) and then 500 should 
be added. This is done as compensation for 
inaccuracies in measurement and due to the fact that 
no two phone calls generate exactly the same rings 
delay. 

5. Set the station AMD option and enter the result value 
as the Hangup Delay. The value of the AMD time 
window is up to your preferences but the default of 60 
seconds is reasonable in most cases. 

6. Retry to upload data from the station in order to check 
the parameters you used. 

 
Note that although this option covers most of the typical 
scenarios, there are two drawbacks here: 
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• If a voice call is attempted and the caller immediately 
hangs up the phone, the station will get into AMD mode 
and if another voice call is immediately started, it will 
answer it immediately. This is not very likely but still 
possible. 

• This option depends on an administrative instruction not 
to pickup the phone before at least 3 rings are heard. It 
may be difficult to obey this instruction in guarding posts 
where the guards are used to answer incoming calls as 
fast as possible. 

Station Internal Errors 
When you connect a GC-50 station to its power source, the 
station performs a self-test of its internal integrity. If the test fails, 
the two LEDs of the station have the red color. If this happens 
before the station is configured, the error will be reset during 
the learning sequence. If the station is already defined, you 
have to edit the Station and activate the following menu: 
File Reset Station.  
 

 

Warning: 
When you reset a Station, all its raw data is erased. 
However, DCC will only perform the reset if the Station 
memory content is already compromised. This can 
happen if the Station is disconnected from power for a 
long time and its battery backup is discharged. 

 

If All Fails, Report the Problem 
If you do not succeed to setup some DCC remote connection, 
contact your Rosslare representative and supply the relevant 
information: the description of your specific issue and the file 
DCC_Files.zip on your desktop, which is created by the DCC 
Files Saver Utility. Rosslare will do its utmost to track the problem 
and supply you with a resolution or workaround, wherever 
possible. 
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Appendix E. GS-01 Database Upgrade 
Upgrade of DigiTool Lite Database to DigiTool Call Center 
Database 

Software Installation and User’s Guide 
The “Upgrade DigiTool Lite Database to DigiTool Call Center 
Database” application is a utility that should be run (only 
once) by the customer prior to upgrading his DigiTool PC 
software from DigiTool Lite (GS-01) to DigiTool Call Center (GS-
02 — DCC). Since the two applications manage a database, 
there is a need to upgrade the database from the old GS-01 to 
the new GS-02 system; this utility performs this conversion. 
The application performs the conversion in two phases: 

1. Conversion of the application configuration (e.g., Sites, 
Location Tags). 

2. Conversion of the raw data. 

Installing the Software 
The software package is supplied as the file 
UpgradeLiteToDCC_Setup.exe, which is an installation setup 
package. To install, run this package and follow the instructions 
on the screen. 
Please note that the setup package checks if its prerequisite 
software packages (Internet Explorer version 5.01 or higher, 
and Microsoft .NET Framework v1.1) are installed; if not, an 
appropriate message is displayed and the installation is 
terminated. 

Comparison of Terms between DigiTool Lite and 
DCC  
 

DigiTool Lite Entity DigiTool Call Center (DCC) Entity 
Docking Station Base Unit 

Download Upload 
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DigiTool Lite Entity DigiTool Call Center (DCC) Entity 
Event Book Wallet 

Event (Tag) / Incident Event 

Location (Tag) Location 

Location / Event Data Raw (or Unaccepted) Data 

Operator Account 

Patrol Schedule Report Tours Plan Report 

reader reader 

reader Download Report Uploads Sessions Report 

Schedule Tour Plan 

Site Site 

Tour / Patrol Tour 

Tour/Exception Report Tour Processing Report 

 

Running the Software 
The following steps should be executed in order to perform the 
database conversion: 

1. Click the name of the executable file 
UpgradeLiteToDCC.exe from the installation folder. 

2. The main screen is displayed: 
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Figure 124: Upgrade Window 

 
1. Select the DigiTool Lite database to be upgraded. This 

is typically the main.mdb file in the folder where the 
DigiTool Lite software was installed. 

2. After the DigiTool Lite database is selected, choose 
one of the following two options to define the location 
for saving the target DCC database, which will contain 
the data from the source DigiTool Lite database: 

a. DigiTool Call Center folder: This is the DCC Data 
Folder (the folder where DCC database files reside). 

b. Manually Selected Folder: Any folder in which you 
wish to save the target database files. 

3. Click Start Conversion.  
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4. The conversion process starts. Information messages 
and errors are displayed in the pane below this button. 
Note that if you click the Cancel Conversion button 
during the conversion process, the target database 
files will be deleted (and then you can start the 
conversion process again). 

5. After the conversion is completed, you should move 
the converted database to the DCC data folder in 
order for it to be used by DCC. If you selected option 
4.A above, the database files are already in place. If 
you selected option 4.B above, install DCC (if not 
already installed), allocate its data folder (typically this 
is C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application 
Data\Rosslare\ DigiTool Call Center), and copy the 
two converted database files (CCDIGITOOL*.mdb) to 
the DCC data folder. 

Conversion Steps 
1. If the DCC databases are present in the target folder, 

they will be copied to <backup folder> (target folder 
+"\backups") and deleted from the target folder. You 
will be informed about this by two messages:   
”Old DigiTool Call Center databases found. Preparing 
for backup”,  
”Old DigiTool Call Center backed up to <backup 
folder>”. 

2. Empty DCC database files are copied to the target 
folder, and the following message is displayed:  
”Empty DCC Database copied to <target folder>”. 

3. The application performs the conversion of the 
configuration from the source database (all items 
excluding the raw data). This step starts with the 
message:  
”Configuration conversion started”.  
Then any problematic data is displayed. The step ends 
with the message:   
”Configuration conversion finished”.  
This conversion generates one new DCC Client with 
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the name of DigiTool Lite Client, and stores all the 
converted DigiTool Lite configuration items under this 
Client. 

4. The application asks you if you want to continue to 
convert the raw data. If not, the application exits. If 
you replied Yes, the raw data conversion starts. 

5. The last step of the conversion is the conversion of raw 
data (a.k.a. "events"). This step, which may take a 
relatively long time, consists of two phases: preparation 
and the conversion itself. Each phase starts and ends 
with an appropriate message. If there are errors or 
unknown data, then they are displayed in the lower 
pane. 
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Appendix F. Index 
account 

delete, 65 
edit, 65 
modify permissions, 65 
options, 67 

add 
client report, 137 
digital event, 111 
digital wallet, 109 
event, 109 
group, 104 
location, 105 
network client, 160 
new item, 95 
reader, 115 
report, 139 
site, 103 
station, 119 
task, 176 
tour, 129, 130 
user, 127 
wallet, 108 

administrator, 63 
permissions, 66 

assign PC codes, 115 
button 

ID, 46 
unassigned, 92 

client 
add, 98 
configuration, 98 
context menu, 101 
event, 83 
facility, 82 
hardware, 84 
report, 89 
tour, 85 
user, 85 

communication 
LAN, 75 
local, 72 
remote, 72 
setting, 72 
WAN, 78 

components, 21 
AT-32B, 21 
base LED status, 22 
GA-01, 21 
GA-02, 21 

GA-12, 21 
GC-01, 21 
GC-02, 21 
GC-02, 25 
GC-03, 21 
GC-06, 21 
GC-50, 21 
GC-50, 24 

data 
archive, automatic, 184 
backup, restore, 185 
dcc initiated upload, 154 
delete, 166, 172 
edit unaccepted, 167 
raw, 165 
reader extract, 45 
repair, 169 
save, 172 
set folder, 183 
station initiated upload, 153 
unacceptable, 93 
unaccepted, 165 
unaccepted edit, 173 
undelete, 166 
upload, 153 
upload from network client, 174 
validate, 172 

delete 
event, 111 
facilities, 107 
reader, 125 
report, 152 
station, 125 
tour, 136 
user, 128 

digital event tags, 28 
digital event, add, 111 
digital wallet, 28 

add, 109 
edit 

reader, 118 
report, 149 

edit screens, 96 
e-mail, 69 
erase reader, 159 
event tags, 28 
event wallet, 28 
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event, add, 109 
find, 155 
firmware download, 187 
goup, add, 104 
HASP license, 41 
iButton, 27 

digital event tags, 28 
event tags, 28 
location tags, 28 

Installation 
Software, 23 

item 
add, 97 
delete, 97 
edit, 96 
rename, 96 
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